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INTRODUCTION 

Modern email arme  and manual antitank rocket launcherF 

have ftood  combat characteristics!  considerable effective 

fire dirtance, high firing rate, high accuracy  Small 

arms are usually automatic, have low weight and small size, 

and are reliable in combat. 

The soldier of the Soviet Army is required to master 

the weapon entrusted to him, be thoroughly familiar with 

its construction, know how to care for it, and take well- 

aimed fire under all conditions and various combat situations 

The fundamental role in the mastery of the weapons by 

the soldiers falls to the sergeants, the immediate organizers 

and instructors of classes in mastery of the technical aspects 

of weapons. Perfect knowledge of the weapons by the sergeants 

themselves, their ability to expertly demonstrate the studied 

technique and to generate interest by the soldiers, their 

creativeness during the study and demonstration of various 

methods determine to a large degree the success of the study. 

In addition, the sergeant must not forget that study of a 

weapon presents rich possibilities for the military training 

of his subordinates. Here, he must point out the care taken 
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by the Communist Party and the Soviet Government in equipping 

our army with the most modern combat weapons and the selfless 

labor of the Soviet people who have placed in the hands of 

their protectors first-class weapons» he must tell of the 

famous designers of these weapons. 

'"his pamphlet is intended to assist the sergeant in the 

preparation, organization, supply, and methodology of conducting 

training sessions on the technical aspects of weapons. However, 

the recommendations and advice given are not exhaustive but 

propose the creative work of the sergeants themselve , both 

in the process of preparing the sessions and during the course 

of them, their initiative, their ability to take into consideration 

the preparation of the soldiers, their individual abilities, 

etc. The degree of success in training the soldiers depends 

on the flexibility and completeness with which the sergeant 

considers the specific conditions and training of his unit. 



GENERAL COMMENTS 

Knowledge of the technical aspects of small arms and 

manual antitank rocket launchers is the basis for their 

skillful use in combat.  Study of the technical aspects of 

a weapon has the goal of teaching the soldier how to carefully 

handle hie weapon, maintain it under all conditions in full 

combat readiness, and ensures its operation without fail. 

The general organizer and leader of training sessions 

in the technical aspects of a weapon in the platoon is the 

platoon commander. He may also in the course of his own 

sessions direct the studies of the technical aspects of the 

weapon in one of the units (groups) of the platoon. As a 

rule, the unit leaders - the sergeants - directly train 

the soldiers in the technical aspects of the weapon. They 

render the necessary assistance to the soldiers during 

practice sessions. When necessary experienced soldiers may 

also be drawn in for conducting classes in the technical 

aspects of a weapon in a unit (group) of the platoon. 

The sergeants should know how to organize each session, 

ensure mastery of the technical aspects, and conduct them 

in a systematic way. During the sessions, the sergeant, 

having cultivated in the soldier love for the weapon entrusted 

to him, must also instill in his subordinates a sense of 

pride in the outstanding Soviet weapon and a desire to 

perfectly master it. 
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The first acquaintence of the new soldiers with the 

combat weapon occurs in a firinp demonstration which takes 

place on the firing range. Here by practical firing are 

denonstrated the purpose and combat characteristics of various 

types of weapons, including small arms and rocket launchersi 

firing range, firing rate, penetrating ability of bullets 

(shells), accuracy of fire. 

Study of the technical aspects of a weapon is carried 

out both in separately planned class sessions and in the 

course of complex field exercises in firing preparation where, 

in addition to mastering of techniques and rules of firing, 

techniques of throwing hand grenades, of observation and 

determination of distance, the technical aspects of the 

weapon are also studied. 

In the first case one topic is usually studied during 

the sourse of a single session; in the second case one topic 

is covered during several sessions, since during each session 

the technical aspects of any given weapon are discusseef only 

part of the time. 

Purthernore, the soldiers must have practical training 

in stripping and assembly, cleaning and lubrication, storage 

and protection, avoidance of jamming during firing, weapon 

inspection, and preparation of the weapon for firing. These 

exercises must be performed constantly over the course of 

the entire service and training of the soldier«  in classes 



on various topics, while on guard, during cleaning and lubrication 

of the weapon, in practical firing, in studies both day and 

night 

Taking into consideration that motorized rifle platoons 

are equipped with modernised Kalashnikov submachine guns 

(AKM) and Kalashnikov light machine guns (RPK) which have 

similar mechanisms, as well as with dissimilar manual 

antitank rocket launchers (RPG), it is expedient to organize 

the training sessions for studying the technical aspects of 

the weapons in the platoon by units, forming a separate 

platoon group of rocket launcher personnel. 

In such a training session organization, the unit com- 

mander has the opportunity to instruct the operators of both 

light and submachine guns of his unit. As has been shown 

in practice, this ensures the most responsible attitude of 

subordinates toward the task and their most solid mastery 

of the technical aspects of the weapons. 

Training sessions with the rocket launcher group are 

carried out by the platoon commander or by one of the unit 

commanders. In the latter case, the sessions with the light 

and submachine gunners of this groups can be conducted by 

the most highly trained, experienced soldier. 

In the initial period of training, when all of the 

new soldiers of the platoon study the technical aspects of 



one basic type of small arms (submachine gun), classes are 

conducted by unit under the direction of their commanders. 

In light machine gun units, where the training program 

for all soldiers is the same, study of the technical aspects 

of the sub- and light machine guns (PK) are carried out 

with all unit personnel under the direction of the unit 

commander. 

The duration of the training sessions for studying the 

technical aspects of a weapon ist 1-2 hours for separate 

sessions and 30-50 min for complex field firing exercises. 

Depending on the content and training goal, the sessions 

may be conducted in the classroonv, in the field, in the room 

where the weapons are stored and cleaned, or on the firing 

range. 

The following methods are employed in training in the 

technical aspects of weapons« demonstration, explanation, 

lecture, exercise and training, and discussion. 

The demonstration method is used when studying practical 

techniques (operations) with the weapon«  stripping and 

assembly, cleaning and lubrication, inspection, preparation 

of the weapon for firing, etc. In this method the instructor 

first demonstrates the complete technique (operation) at a 

rapid speed without explanation. Then the technique (operation) 

is demonstrated step-by-step at a slow rate, accompanied 

by a brief explanation. The demonstrated technique is ih*-n 



carried out by the soldiersi  first, step-by-step, then in 

full at a slow rate, then in full at a rapid rate. The 

development of each practical technique (operation) with 

the weapon is accomplished when the soldiers have met the 

established and accepted norms. 

Explanations and lectures are narrative expositions of 

the material under study. The lecture method has limited 

application in the study of the technical aspects of a 

weapon.  It is used when giving the history of a particular 

type of weapon and examples of its use in combat. 

In the explanatory method the essence of the phenomenon, 

process, or operation under study is discussed, giving arguments 

and evidence. This method is widely employed in the study 

of the technical aspects of weapons. 

An exercise is a repetitious, deliberate performance 

by the soldiers of the studied technique (operation) with 

the weapon. 

The basic form of the exercise method is conditioning. 

Conditioning is used after the soldier has mastered the prac- 

tical technique (operation) for the purpose of making the 

technique automatic and developing practical habits in the 

soldier. 

In a discussion, the soldiers, relying on their own 

knowledge, draw their own general conclusions on some 

question at the request of the instructor. 



Discussion is a very activ« method of instruction, 

but it requires that the leader knows how to apply it. 

The discussion method is also used to test the soldiers on 

material studied previously in the introductory phase of 

the training and also on matters which were already discussed 

during the main part of the class. 

The chief method of instructing soldiers during the 

study of the technical aspects of weapons consists of the 

personal model demonstration of the commander, accompanied 

by explanation, with subsequent exercise (conditioning) of 

the soldiers in work with the weapon. 

In dealing with any given question, the commander 

employs not one but several instructional methods. ?or 

example, when studying the purpose and construction of the 

bolt, the sergeant first shows the bolt, then demonstrates 

and explains its function and interaction with the other 

parts of the weapon» he then demonstrates and explains the 

construction of the bolt and, finally, by discussion consoli- 

dates the knowledge gained by the soldiers. Per each class 

the basic training methods are selected and indicated in the 

plan (plan-synopsis) of the class. 

Study of the technical aspects of a weapon is usually 

done with a training weapon. If there is not a sufficient 

number of training weapons, combat weapons may also be used. 

In the latter case, however, excessive stripping and assembly, 

especially in full, must not be permitted. To show the 
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operation of the internal parts and mechanisms it is best 

to use a cutaway model of the weapon. 

For best mastery of the problems under study, it is 

desirable that each soldier has a sample of the weapon, 

but it is also sufficient if there is one weapon for 2-3 

students.  In the latter case each soldier works with the 

technical aspects in turn. 

In addition to the weapon, special stands are also 

widely used to demonstrate the working parts and mechanisms 

of the weapon, model trigger-and-firing mechanism, models 

demonstrating the principle of locking the bolt, dummy 

cartridges, ordinary and electrified diagrams, posters, and 

other training aids. 

As has been shown in practice, the following sequence 

is the most expedient in studying the technical aspects 

of any type of weaponi 

- purpose, combat characteristics, and general construction 

of the weapons 

- stripping and assembly of the weapon» 

- purpose and construction of the separate parts and 

mechanisms of the weapon, accessories, and live cartridges; 

- rules and procedures for cleaning and lubricating the 

weapon; 

- rules for storing and protecting the weapon under 

various conditionsi 
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- position of parts and mechanisms of the wsapon before 

loading and their operation during loading and firingi 

- typical malfunctions causing Jamming during firing 

and methods for their eliminationi 

- procedure for inspecting the weapon under various 

conditionsi 

- procedure for preparing the weapon to firei 

- malfunctions disturbing the normal accuracy of firei 

- rules and procedure for checking the accuracy of 

fire and setting it to normal i 

- procedure for conducting partial special treatment 

of the weapon. 

Besides the indicated sequence, one may successfully 

employ several other procedures for weapon study which allow 

the soldier to immediately begin to acquire practical habits 

in cleaning and lubricating the weapon and its inspection, 

storage, and protection. In this case, after studying the 

purpose, combat characteristics, and overall construction 

of the weapon and its stripping and assembly, the rules and 

procedures for cleaning and lubricating the weapon and 

its daily inspection are developed, then the rules for 

storing and protecting the weapon under various conditions, 

and only after this the purpose and construction of the 

separate parts and mechanisms. Further study proceeds 

in the sequence described above. 
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Every training session in the technical aspects of 

the weapon should be carefully thought out and prepared. 

When preparing for a session, the sergeants use data 

obtainpd in instructor-methodology classes and in briefings 

conducted by the platoon commander on the eve of each 

session. During the briefing, the platoon leader gives 

directives on organization of the session, procedure for 

conducting it, material supply, and distribution of training 

sites among the units (groups). 

The following procedure may be recommended to the 

sergeant in preparing for a training sessiom 

- understand the scheduled requirements and problems 

of the session and also the relationship of the problems of 

the given session with the material of other training 

sessions; 

- study in depth the content of the thematic problems 

according to the manual with compulsory work on the 

technical aspects» during study of this material it is also 

necessary to plan (think out) the organization and procedure 

for carrying out material supply of the session» 

- think over the session from all sidest plan the 

training problems for the sepsion» scrutinize the test 

questions, training goal of the session, and material 

supply» select the method and technique for working out the 

separate questions of the session and the general method for 
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conducting the session as a whole i determine the distribution 

of timei 

- become familiar with the methodology literature and 

material from periodicals available on the given subject 

of the sessioni when necessary, make changes improving 

the methodology of conducting the sessiont 

- draw up a plan-synopsis or plan for conducting the 

session and submit it for approval of the platoon commander i 

- prepare material before the session. 

The principal guide when preparing to conduct a 

training session on the technical aspects of a weapon is the 

manual for the appropriate type of weapon. In addition, 

available methodology literature and also separate articles 

published in periodicals should be widely employed. 

For each session the sergeant draws up a plan-synopsis 

or plan for conducting the session (appendices l and 2). 

Sergeants who have had little experience in training soldiers 

should draw up the more detailed plan-synopsis. 

It must be kept in mind that one must not begin to draw 

up the plan-synopsis (plan) immediately after the class topic 

is known or even after the briefing by the platoon leader. 

Such a plan-synopsis (plan) will be just a formal document. 

One should begin to draw up the plan-synopsis (plan) 

for conducting the training session only after an in-depth 

study by the manual of the contents of the session and detailed 
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thought, consideration of its contents, and also organization 

and procedure for carrying out supply of material. 

The plan-synopsis and plan for conducting the session 

should be drawn up in a manner such that conduction of 

the session is facilitated. These documents should reflect 

the creative work of the sergeant the night before the 

sespion.  They should indicate the chief method to be used 

in instructing the soldiers. Therefore, when drawing up a 

plan-synopsis, especially a plan for conducting a training 

session, one should not write in detail the contents from 

the manual of any given training question. One should 

rather indicate the sequence of its exposition and only in 

extreme cases indicate the consise contents of the question 

being treated 

It is absolutely intolerable (although often done in 

practice by poorly prepared sergeants) in the absence of a 

good plan-synopsis to open the manual during the session 

and read articles from it with incidental, primitive 

pxplanations and demonstrations on the weapons.  Such 

a session os of little use» in addition , such a sergeant 

will have no authority in the eyes of his subordinates. 

All training sessions consist of three parts«  intro- 

duction, body, and conclusion. 

The introductory part of the session has the goal of 

preparing the students for learning the new material,  The 
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length of the introduction may be 5-15 min, depending on 

the total length of the session. During the introduction 

the appearance and correctness of placement of the soldiers 

are checked, the weapons and dummy cartridges are inspected, 

control questioning is done, and the subject and goal of the 

session are explained. 

The students should be arranged such that they can easily 

see all activities of the sergeant.  For this purpose it is 

best to arrange the chairs in the class in a "U" shape» if 

there are few students, they may be situated in a row. Under 

field conditions, for convenience it is necessary to have 

an equipped site or small deprespions in the ground for 

sitting  Under these conditions, the weapon is placed on 

a groundclothi a poncho, piece of plywood, and board may 

be used. 

The control questioning is done for two purposes. It 

verifies the soldiers' degree of mastery of earlier studied 

questions and, at the same time, the new material is tied 

in with that developed earlier. In giving a test question 

one should allow the soldiers a little time to collect their 

thoughts and formulate the answerj only after this designate 

a soldier to answer the question. Do not interrupt. If the 

answer is incomplete or contains errors, one may ask another 

soldier. After two or three soldiers have answered the given 
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queBtion, a brief critique is conducted and an appraisal is 

given. One should usually question those soldiers who are 

not progressing well. 

The training goal of the session should be presented 

concisely and clearly and, most important, must be devinitely 

understood by each student. 

The new material is studied in the body of the session. 

This part occupies most of the time of the session 

In the course of studying the new material, the soldiers 

must not be limited to observing the activities of the sergeant. 

They should, as much as possible, work directly with the 

weapom  stripping and assembly, inspection, cleaning and 

lubrication, elimination of malfunctions which arise. 

The soldiers should be guided and corrected during the 

practical work with the weapon. In this way, from the very 

beginning, they will be trained not in arbitrary but in 

correct and efficient operations with it. 

The study of any given question in the session should 

be consolidated with questioning» at the end of the body 

of the session, if time is available, a quiz should cover 

all the material of the session. If the soldiers are un- 

able to give a full and correct answer to a given question 

the subject must be explained again. 

When presenting new material it is necessary to formulate 

the basic element on the mastery of which depends the soldiers' 

mastery of all the material of the session. Particular 
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attention must be given to presenting and consolidating 

this basic element. 

In the conclusion of a session a critique is given and 

independent work is assigned. 

This part of the session occupies no more than 3-5 min, 

The critique is carried out roughly in the following sequence« 

- recall the goal of the session and show how it has 

been met; 

- note the soldiers who have had good and poor results; 

- point out typical errors (deficiencies) which showed 

up during the session and demonstrate ways of correcting them; 

- comment on the discipline of the soldiers during 

the session. 

Assignments for practice are given to an entire unit 

(group); when necessary, an individual assignment may be 

given, especially to a soldier who is not showing good 

progress 
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WETHODOLOGY OP STUDYING 
TECHNICAL ASPECTS OP WEAPON 

1. Learning the Purpose, Combat CharacteriBtics, and 
General Structure of Weapon 

This session is conducted first after the demonstration 

firing which is organized for the purpose of acquainting 

the new soldiers with the purposes and combat characteristics 

of various typee of small arms and other combat weapons.  In 

the session the soldiers should first study the purpose 

and combat characteristics of the type of weapon assigned 

to them, then become familiar with the general structure 

of firearms, and in conclusion study the general structure 

of their own type of weapon. 

In the session there should be a training weapon for 

the sergeant and one sample of the weapon for each student, 

dummy cartridges, and also a training poster showing 

the general structure of the weapon  If a collective ^eapon 

is used one model should be available to each crew. 

After examining the weapon and explaining the topic 

and goal of the session, the sergeant should point out that 

of all the types of weapons demonstrated on the firinp range, 

the soldiers must definitely know that type of weapon, the 
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study of which is to be^in the current Beseiom this may 

be the submachine pun,  light machine gun, rocket launcher, 

PK Kalashnikov machine gun, depending on which group is 

being trained. 

It is then necessary to briefly relate the history of 

the creation of the studied type of weapon, its use in combat, 

and its superiority over similar weapons of foreign armies. 

For example, when studyins; the submachine gun one 

should point out that it was created by the talented Soviet 

designer M. T. Kalashnikov, who was born in 1919 in Altai 

to a family of peasants.  M, T. Kalashnikov is a former ser- 

geant first class, tank commander, participant in the Great 

Patriotic War.  The submachine gun was accepted into the 

armaments of the Soviet Army in 1949.  In the course of 

its creation, the high achievements of Soviet technology 

were utilized and the experience of the Great Patriotic 

War was taken into account. The submachine gun is simple 

in structure and reliable in operation. This has been 

confirmed by numerous studies and field firings. 

In 1959 the submachine gun was improved in design 

and received the name ' nodernized Kalashnikov submachine 

gun" (AKi"). With respect to combat characteristics the 

submachine gun yields little to the light machine gun 

designed by the same Kalashnikov (RPK) and has no 

equal among the weapons of foreirn armies. 
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To corroborate this we may compare the Soviet machine 

gun with, for example, the American 11»43 mm submachine gun 

or the British 9 mm submachine gun. The sighting range of 

the American weapon is 90 m, of the British 180 m, and of 

ours 1000 m. The initial velocity of the bullets from the 

American submachine gun is 275 m/sec, while from the Soviet 

weapon it is 715 m/sec. 

Besides the submachine gun and light machine gun, M, T. 

Kalashnikov developed yet another machine gun which was accepted 

for the armaments under the name "Kalashnikov machine gun 

(PK)". 

The Communist Party and the Soviet Government, in high 

appreciation of the service to the Motherland rendered by 

the renowned designer M. T. Kalashnikov, awarded him the 

titles Hero of Socialist Labor and Lenin and State Prize 

Laureate i he has been decorated with the orders and medals 

of the Soviet Union. 

In conclusion, the sergeant should call on the soldiers 

to keep the combat weapon entrusted to him as the apple of 

his eye and exert all his strength and skill in order to 

master it in perfection. 

After this introduction study is begun on the first 

study topict the purpose and combat characteristics of the 

weapon. 

In studying the purpose of any given type of weapon 

with the soldiers it is necessary to strive for a deliberate 
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understanding by them of the pu poses of the various types 

of small arms and manual antitank rocket launchers. One 

should explain that the submachine gun Is Intended for 

liquidation of enemy personnel, for which its fire is most 

effective at distances up to 400 m, and also for delivery 

of fire to descending aircraft (helicopters) and parachutists 

at distances up to 500 m. Sighting range of fire from the 

submachine gun is 1000 m. 

The light machine gun is a more powerful device than 

the submachine f^un. Its firing is carried out with the use 

of a bipod. The light machine gun serves for hitting not 

only personnel but also enemy fire weapons. The fire from 

the light machine gun is most effective at distances up 

to 800 m for ground targets» for aircraft (helicopters) and 

parachutists, fire is delivered up to 500 m, the same as for 

the submachine gun  The sighting range of fire from the 

light machine gun is 1000 m 

The PK machine gun is the most powerful type of small 

armsi it is intended for liquidation of enemy personnel and 

fire weapons  ' o deliver fire from it a rifle cartridge is 

used which is more powerful than the cartridges of the 1943 

model used in the sub- and light machine guns. The PK 

machine gun is fired using both bipod and tripod mounts 
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Fire from the PK machine gun is most effective at dis- 

tances up to 1000 m for both ground and air targets. The 

sighting range of fire from this weapon is 1500 m. 

The Dragunov sniper's rifle (SVD) is the weapon of the 

sniper and intended for liquidation of various important 

individual targets. Pire from the sniper's rifle is most 

effecWe at distances up to 800 m. The sighting range of 

fire with telescopic sight is 1300 m and with an open sight 

1200 rn. 

The Makarov pistol (PM) ie a hand weapon of attack and 

protection and intended for hitting the enemy at short distances 1 

its fire is most effective at distances up to 50 m. 

The manual antitank rocket launcher (RFC) is intended 

for combatting enemy tanks and self-propelled artillery 

and also for striking various other armoured targets (armoured 

cupolas, armoured doors, armoured turrets). 

It should be explained to the soldier that the combat 

use of a weapon for striking any given target should correspond 

to the purpose of the weapon. For example, to strike an 

enemy located at 200 or 300 m, the fire mission should be 

assigned to the submachine gunner, while for hitting an 

enemy machine gun located at 500 m, the submachine gun is 

not efficient. In the latter case it is expedient to employ 

the fire of a light machine gun or PK machine gun. 

Only the basic combat characteristics of the weapon need 

be pointed outi weight of weapon, length, height of firing 
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line (for machine guns), range of fire (sighting range of 

effective fire, range of direct shot with respect to targets 

such as silhouette or movinfi; figures), technical and combat 

firing rate, type of fire according to intensity, initial 

velocity of bullet, and penetrating action of bullet. All 

of this information should be solidly mastered by the soldiers. 

For best retention of the weapon's combat characteristics 

by the soldier, the information must not be limited to only 

one verbal presentation» it is expedient to write the infor- 

mation on the blackboard or, better still, to post a specially 

prepared general table of the combat characteristics of the 

basic types of small arms. 

During study of the second study topic it is necessary 

to give the soldiers an idea of the general structure of 

firearms. To do this the sergeant explains that all weapons 

in which the energy of powder gases is used to eject the shell 

or bullet from the weapon are called firearms 

Small arms are a type of fir earns which have small 

caliber and fire bullets of low weight 

All small arms are classified as nonautomatic or auto- 

matic» the latter, in turn, is further divided into self- 

firing (submachine gun, light machine gun, PK machine gun) 

and self-loading (sniper•s rifle, pistol). 

In nonautomatic weapons (rifles) reloading is done by 

the person who fires» in automatic weapons it is accomplished 
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by the energy of the powder gases. The firing is conducted 

from the self-firing weapon by bursts and by continuous firei 

the self-loading weapon fires by single shot. All forms of 

firearms, including small arms, consist of three basic 

partsi the barrel, the shell (bullet), and the propellent 

(powder) charge. 

In addition, firearms include various mechanism (cartridge 

feed, bore lock, firing mechanism, extractor mechanism, and 

others), sighting devices for orienting the weapon to the 

target and holding it in a stable position during firing 

(butt or bipod, or mount). 

For studying the second study topic it is a good idea 

to have samples of all those small arms mentioned or even 

some of them. Due to the impossibility of providing the 

class with the indicated samples, one may be restricted 

to diagrams of their general structure. 

For study of the third study topic of the session - the 

general structure of the weapon - one begins with the study 

of the basic parts of the weapon and then studies the second 

part of the topic - the concept of operation of the weapon 

during firing. For studying the first part of the topic, 

the basic parts of the weapon, the sergeant preliminarily 

and without explanation carries out partial stripping of his 

weapon sample. Then he points out that the given type of 

weapon consist of so-many basic parts (the submachine gun - 10, 

light machine ^un - 9, PK machine gun - 7, etc). 
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After this the sergeant in sequence picks up some part, 

shows it to the soldiers, and indicates its name. Only the 

basic parts of the given weapon should be shown and named i 

the sequence is specified in the manual. It is not necessary 

to dwell on the purpose and structure of these basic parts 

of the weapon since they will be studied in a subsequent 

session. 

It is also necessary to indicate that in the weapon 

kit are included! accessories, strap, magazine carrier for 

the submachine gun and light machine gun, and accessories, 

strap, case, and spare barrel for the PK machine gun. The 

latter is also provided with a belt box and tripod mount. 

All of these objects should be named and shown to the soldiers 

To consolidate the knowledge of the basic parts of the 

weapon, the sergeant has the soldiers name and show the 

basic parts of the type of weapon under study. He calls 

one   soldier to the table to answer a given questiont the 

soldier is required to correctly name the part and handle 

it carefully. If the answer is incorrect the sergeant calls 

on another soldier, who may answer in place. 

When studying the second part of the given training topic 

the concept of the weapon's operation - the sergeant, using 

the studied type of weapon in an assembled state and also a 

stand for showing the operation of the parts and mechanisms of 

the weapon and not going into detail (this will be done when 
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studying the subject "Operations of Parts and Mechanisms 

of Weapon During Loading and Firing"), should demonstrate 

and explain only the general character of the operation of 

the parts and mechanisms of the weapon in the following order« 

- using a dummy cartridge, he shows how the weapon 

is loaded, how it is fired, how it is unloaded! 

- he explains and shows how to seat the cartridge, 

lock the holt and tightly close the barrel, break the 

cartridge percussion cap, open the bolt, and extract the 

spent case (the process of locking and unlocking the bolt 

is best shown on a special model)s 

- he explains the basis of the automatic action of 

the weapon. 

The instructor must always keep in mind that if the 

soldiers do not know the names and structures of the separate 

parts and mechanisms of the weapon their mastery of the 

material being developed will not always be deep. Therefore, 

one must provide all the soldiers with the opportunity to 

find out all that interests them about the studied type 

of weapon. Solid mastery by the soldiers of the operation 

of the parts and mechanisms of the weapon should be achieved 

not in this session but in a special one on this theme which 

will be subsequently conducted. 
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2. Training in Stripping and Assembly of Weapon 

Stripping and assembly of the weapon is one of the 

most important topics of the entire section "Technical 

Aspects of the Weapon", since the correctness of handling 

the weapon, its service life and quickness in eliminating 

jamming arising during firing all depend on the skilled 

and rapid stripping and assembly of the weapon. 

Initially it is necessary to teach the soldiers to 

perform only partial stripping and assembly of the weapon, 

and only then proceed to teach them complete stripping and 

assembly. It is of course impossible to teach the soldiers 

how to quickly and correctly strip and assemble the weapon 

in a single session. The main point here is to study with 

them the procedure for partial stripping and assembly and 

also to establish in them elementary habits in carrying out 

these operations with the weapon. They receive practical 

training in carrying out stripping and assembly of the 

weapon within a limited time and under various circumstances 

in subsequent sessions and also during the daily care and 

upkeep of the weapon and during preparation for firing. 

For the material supply of the session one should have 

the weapon with its accessoriesi for complete stripping, 

bronze or wooden hammers and a wooden bar. 

In the beginning of the session, after inspection of 

the weapons and appearance of the soldiers and checking that 
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they are correctly situated in the training area, the 

sergeant should conduct a control quiz on the material 

studied in the first session 

The following; control questions may be definedi 

- purpose of the studied weapont 

- combat characteristics of the weapon; 

- give definition of firearms and point out the basic 

parts j 

- point out and demonstrate the basic parts of the 

weapon under study. 

Proceeding to development of the procedure for stripping 

and assembly of the weapon, one should at the very beginning 

indicate that two types of weapon strippinp are usedi  partial 

and complete  Partial stripping is used for cleaning and 

lubricating the weapon after insignificant contamination 

and for inspection. Complete stripping is done for replace- 

ment of parts, for cleaning and lubrication after greater 

contamination, when the weapon has been in rain or snow, 

and when changing type of lubricant. Here one must point 

out that unnecessarily frequent stripping and assembly of 

the weapon is harmful, since it leads to premature wear of 

the weapon's parts and mechanisms. 

The instructor then sets forth the basic rules to be 

observed during stripping and assembly of the weapons 

- stripping and assembly of a weapon must be done on 

a table (bench) or, in field conditions, on a clean support» 
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- parts and mechanisms must be handled carefully, 

avoiding unnecessary stress and sharp blowsi do not place 

one part on top of another? 

- place the individual parts in the order in which 

they were stripped» 

- when assemblying the weapon check the numbers on its 

parts, remembering that the basic number is located on 

the receiver. 

The sergeant himself must observe precisely the indicated 

rules and see that they are followed by his subordinates. 

From the very beginning it is important to train the soldiers 

in the correct and careful handling of the weapon. 

Having consolidated the material with questioning, the 

sergeant proceeds to the direct training of the soldiers in 

partial stripping and assembly of the weapon  First, the 

sergeant says, "Pay careful attention to my actions. Now 

I will demonstrate how to partially strip and assemble the 

weapon," and then he rapidly and without explanation carries 

out partial stripping and then assembly of the weapon. 

The sergeant's demonstration should be perfect» such 

a demonstration calls on the soldier to strive for the same 

quickness and precision in working with the weapon. After 

the demonstration the sergeant says that each soldier should 

know how to strip and assemble his own weapon as rapidly 

and correctly as was demonstrated 
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Then the sergeant slowly, accompanying his actions with 

brief explanations, demonstrates how to remove the first of 

the parts in the stripping. The soldiers follow the actions 

of their instructor. After completing, the demonstration 

the sergeant shows the soldiers the same procedure for the 

removing the same part from their own weapons; he himself 

sees that they do so correctly. 

In the name manner the second and then all the remaining 

parts of the weapon are removed until the entire partial 

stripping has been performed  During this process the 

sergeant must especially carefully check the correctness 

of the position of the weapon in the hand (both his own 

and the soldiers), the correctness of disconnecting any 

given part, and also that the parts of the weapon are placed 

on the table in the order of their removal 

If one weapon is used for several soldiers, then 

during the initial stripping and assembly the soldiers 

take turns; afterwards each soldier is given practice in 

carrying out the stripping (assembly) from beginning to 

end 

Having completed partial stripping of the weapon, the 

sergeant points out that its assembly is done in reverse order 

By the same method as was used during stripping, he teaches 

the soldiers assembly of the weapon.  If sufficient time 

is available it is expedient to give the soldiers practice 

in performing the partial stripping and assembly of the 

weapon several times. 
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As an example, let us show the method for training 

machine gunners in the partial stripping and assembly of 

the PK machine gun. At the very beginning the sergeant 

points out that partial stripping of the PK machine gun is 

done in the following sequence» 

1  Mount the machine f^un on the bipod. To do this, 

holding the machine gun in the right hand by the barrel handle 

in a vertical or slightly inclined forward position, the ser- 

geant with the left hand releases the legs of the bipod 

from the spring fasteners and draws the bipod forward from 

the barrel so that its legs occupy a fixed positiom with 

the right hand he mounts the machine gun on the bipod with 

the muzzle end to the left or forward. 

The sergeant accompanies his actions with explanations. 

He then has the machine gunners by the same procedure set 

the remaining machine guns on the bipods. 

2. Remove belt box from machine gun if it is connected 

and check if there is a cartridge in the chamber. The 

sergeant takes the machine gun in his left hand by the 

small of the stock and slightly raises it» with the right 

thumb he moves the box clamp to the right,  He removes the 

belt box from the machine gun (Fig. i) and places it on 

the table.  Taking the machine gun in the right hand by the 

small of the stock, the sergeant, using the thumb of the 

same hand, presses down the plate catch of the receiver, 

simultaneously holds the plate with the left hand, and then. 
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drawing it forward, opens it (Fig. 2). He raises the base 

of the feed block and puts the safety catch in the position 

-Pire". With the right hand behind the bolt handle, he draws 

the bolt carrier to the extreme rear position so that it 

remains in the cocked position and sees if there is a cartridge 

in the chamber.  If there is no cartridge or other object 

in the chamber, he smoothly, holding the bolt handle with 

the right hand, disengages the bolt carrier from the cocked 

position. 

Then the sergeant orders the machine gunners to remove 

the belt boxes from their machine guns.and report the results 

of their inspection» he checks the correctness of their 

actions, especially that of smooth disengagement of the 

bolt carrier from the cocked position. 

Fig. i. Removal of belt box 
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kT^s 

Pif% 2.  Opening of receiver plate 

3  Pulling out the accessory case froin the stock 

housing.  The sergeant takes the machine gun in his left 

hand by the small of the stock and lifts it slightly. With 

the index finger of the right hand, he taps the cover of 

the stock housing so that the accessory case come out of 

the housing under the action of the spring» he lowers the 

housing, removes the cover of the case, and removes the parts 

from the case (cleaning rod, brush, screwdriver, and drift) 

and arrange;? them neatly. The sergeants then orders the 

soldiers to remove the accessory case, open it, remove the 

accessories, and arrange then on the table. 

^. Removal of the units of the cleaning rod from the 

right leg of the bipod. With the right hand, the sergeant 

draws up the movable collar of the right leg of the bipod, 

with the left hand he removes the cleaning rod units from 

the bipod leg (Fig. 3). 
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Pig. 3. Removal of cleaning rod units from bipod leg. 

The sergeant then orders the machine gunners to remove the 

cleaning rod units from their machine guns and place them 

on the table. 

5. Removal of hammer spring plunger with recoil spring. 

The sergeant holds the machine gun in the left hand by the 

pistol grip. With the rirht hand he draws forward the 

positioning stop of the bolt carrier situated on the hammer 

spring plunger until its projection comes out of the opening 

in the base of the stock; he slightly raises the rear end 

of the hammer spring plunger with the positioning stop 

and extracts it, together with the recoil spring, from 

the receiver. He detaches the recoil spring from the 

hammer spring plunger and places them on the table  The 

sergeant then orders the soldiers to repeat this process 

on their own weapons, checking the correctness of their 

actions. (Pig. k). 
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Fig.  4, Removal of hammer spring plunger with recoil sprint. 

6. Removal of bolt carrier with bolt.  Holding the 

machine gun in the left hand by the pistol grip the sergeant, 

with his right hand on the clearing plug, draws the bolt 

carrier as far as it will go; slightly raising the bolt 

carrier, he pulls it, together with the bolt, from the 

receiver (Fig. 5) and takes it in the left hand. He then 

orders the machine gunners to repeat the procedure. 

Pig. 5  Removal of bolt carrier with bolt. 
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Pig. 6, Removal of bolt from bolt carrier 

7. Removal of bolt from bolt carrier. The sergeant, 

holding the bolt carrier in his left hand with the bolt up- 

ward, with his right hand draws the bolt backward and turns 

it to the right so that its driving cam comes out of the 

cam  slot of the bolt carrier» he then advances the bolt (Pig.6) 

and, turning it to the rif.ht, removes it from the bolt 

carrier. The sergeant has the soldiers perform this operation 

and carefully obaerves their actions. 

8. Removal of firing pin fror bolt The sergeant takes 

the bolt in his left hand with the channel forwardi with his 

right hand he moves the firing pin down as far as possible 

and, moving it forward with the fingers of this hand by 

the projection (?ig. 7). extracts the firing pin from 

the bolt channel.  The sergeant then instructs the machine 

gunners to remove the firing pins from the bolts of their 

weapons 
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Fig 7. Removal of firing pin from bolt 

9  Removal of barrel from receiver. With the rip;ht 

hand the servant moves the barrel locking stud to the left 

as far as possible» with the left hand, turninr and moving 

the grip forward, he removes the barrel from the receiver. 

He then orders the soldiers to remove the barrels from their 

machine guns and place them on the table. 

The sergeant explains that if the barrel locking stud 

will not move to the left by the force of the hand or if 

the machine frun is very hot, then movement of the locking 

stud is accomplished using the bolt carrier. To demonstrate 

this technique the sergeant connects the barrel to the receiver 

and movps the barrel locking stud as far to the right as 

possible  He then takes the bolt carrier, inserts it into 

the receiver, with his left thumb presses the feed pawl 

toward the end of the locking stud ('ig 8)j he then draws 

the bolt carrier farther back, the barrel locking stud being 
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moved to the left by the feed pawl.    After completing the 

demonstration, he pulls the bolt carrier out of the receiver 

and removes the barrel in the usual manner 

Fie..  8      Moving the barrel locking stud by the feed pawl. 

The sergeant then indicates that at this point the 

partial stripping of the machine gun is complete;  he has 

one or two soldiers state verbally the sequence of removal 

of the machine frun parts. 

He then indicates that the PK machine gun is assembled 

in reverse order.    He explains and demonstrates the procedure 

for connecting each separate part of the machine gun and 

then requires the soldiers to perform the same actions 

In conclusion, he requires the soldiers to partially strip 

and assemble the machine gun. 
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Proceeding to the teaching of the complete stripping 

and assembly of the weapon, it is necessary to point out 

that the first stages of complete stripping are the same 

as for partial stripping. Here the partial stripping of the 

weapon is done by the method already learned.  Further dis- 

assembly of the weapon until complete and also its assembly 

are performed in the same manner which was used in teachinf: 

the soldiers partial stripping. 

To consolidate the developed topic, depending on the 

time available, one or a few practices in complete weapon 

stripping and assembly should be carried out. To develop 

independence in the soldiers' actions, the sergeant should 

not during this process indicate the sequence for stripping 

and assembly of the weapon or the procedure for removing 

(connecting) any part of the weapon, but should require 

this from the soldiers themselves. 

In addition to the initial session on weapon stripping 

and assembly one may set up special sessions for conditioning 

in partial stripping and assembly under both ordinary and 

special circumstances:  in the dark, in gas mask, in winter 

during heavy frost. The ^oal of all these sessions is the 

development in the soldiers of firm habits in stripping 

and assembly of their own weapons under various conditions 

and in meeting the established norms  In the beginning, these 

sessions should proceed without keeping track of time or 
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hurrying, by discussion and by exercises to recall the 

procedure for stripping and assembly of the weapon. The 

sergeant in turn questions the soldiers on the procedure 

for stripping (assembly)  Having obtained the correct answer, 

he orders all the soldiers to remove or connect the given 

part.  In this manner he proceeds until the stripping or 

assembly is complete. Then the sergeant conditions the 

soldiers in carrying out timed full (partial) stripping and 

assembly.  To motivate the soldiers it is expedient, in 

conclusion, to conduct a contest for first place among 

the units (groups) in time expended. 

In order to monitor all of the soldiers the aid of 

an experienced soldier should be enlisted 

The initial conditioning of the soldiers in partial 

stripping and assembly of the weapon in the dark may also 

be carried out under daylight conditions in the classroom 

usinp; blindfolds or dark glasses. 

3. Learning the Purpose and structure of Separate Parts 
of Weapons, Accessories, and Cartridges 

The goals in studying the present topic are that the 

soldiers firmly master all parts and mechanisms of the 

weapon, remember the purpose of each part and mechanism, 

and study their structure. 
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Material supply consists of training weapon and cutaway 

model of weapon, set of accessories, stands for demonstrating 

the operation of the parts and mechanisms of the weapon, 

dummy cartridges and cut-away models, hammers, drift, and 

wooden blocks for carrying out complete stripping and assembly 

of the weapon, diagrams, posters, models, wooden ammunition 

chest, and galvanized metal box 

A control quiz tests the soldiers' skills in conducting 

partial (complete) stripping and assembly of the weapon 

and their knowledge of the basic parts of the weapon. For 

a two hour session it is best to conclude the quiz with 

full stripping of the weapon so that before beginning the 

study of the purpose and structure of the parts and mechanisms 

additional stripping of the weapon will not be carried out. 

For a one-hour seesion one is limited to partial stripping 

of the weapon 

The separate parts and mechanisms of the weapon are 

studied in the faquence indicated in the manual and roughly 

by the following procedure.  First, demonstrate the part 

(mechanism) and clearly state its name and purpose, then 

step-by-step explain and demonstrate the interior and exterior 

structure.  ?or demonstration of the interior structure of 

the parts (mechanisms) it is useful to employ a cut-away 

model of the weapon and posters and diagrams. 

During the explanation the soldiers take the appropriate 

part (mechanism) of their own weapons in their hands or put 

them in front of them, attentively listen to the sergeant 
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and observe his demonetration.  One must remember that 

maptery by the soldiers of the structure and especially 

the purpose o^ the parts ( mechanisms) should not be mechanical 

but conscious  Thus, when rtudyin^ any fiven part it is 

necessary to explain and demonstrate what operation the 

p.iven  part or ele^u nt performs in interaction with the 

other parts (elements).  In the courre of studying one or 

another part (mpchanisn) the soldiers' knowledge is con- 

solidated by questioning. 

As an example let us demonstrate the method of studying 

the pur-nose and structure of the bolt of the light machine 

gun. 

Taking the bolt in his hand and ordering the poldiers 

to do the spme, the ß'rpeant explains what the bolt it used 

por: 

a) Por seating the cartridge in the chamber 

r he sergeant takes the stand with the parts and nechanisms 

of the machine gun mounted on it or a mounted lirht machine 

gun with receiver plate removed, connects to it a magazine 

loaded with several dummy cartridres, and demonstrates that 

during the forward movement of the bolt carrier the bolt by the 

breechblock pushes the top cartridge out of the magazine and 

rams it  into the chamber. 

b) For locking the bore. 

The servant demonstrates and explains that as soon 

as the bolt carrier and bolt arrive at the extreme forward 
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position, the bolt is turned to the right,and in th»s proceee 

the bolt is locked and the bore tightly closed by the bolt, 

c) For breaking the percussion cap of the cartridge. 

The serreant first explains that during pressure on 

the trigger, the f)amjner strikes the firing pin located 

inside the breechblock, the firing pin breaks the cartridge 

percussion cap - the shot occurs; then the sergeant presses 

the trigger of the light machine gun and simulates the "shot". 

d) For extraction of the cartridge case from the 

chamber. 

On a loaded light machine gun the sergeant demonstrates 

that during sharp backward rotation of the carrier with the 

bolt the cartridge (case) is extracted from the chamber 

and expelled 

In studying the purposes of weapon parts and mechanisms 

one may also employ the discussion method.  Let us demonstrate 

this for the example of the same light machine gun bolt. 

Removing the receiver plate from the light machine gun 

and connecting to it a magazine loaded with dummy cartridges, 

the sergeant states a problem to the soldiers  "Observe 

and prepare an answert what kind of operation does the 

bolt perform?" while he himself slowly demonstrates how the 

cartridge is rammed into the chamber by the bolt and how it 

is turned to the right when reaching the extreme forward 

position  The sergeant questions one or two soldiers and 

makes the final conclusion that the bolt serves, first, for 
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ramminp the cartridge into the chamber and,  second,  for 

tightly closinr the bore.    The other functions are developed 

by the same technique. 

Having finished explaining the purpose of the bolt,  the 

sergeant questions one or two soldiers and then points out 

that the bolt consists of the followinfl; partst    breechblock, 

firing pin,   extractor with spring and pin,   stud. 

Disassembling the bolt and ordering the soldiers to 

do the same,  the sergeant demonstrates each of the designated 

parts      He then proceeds to the study of the structure of 

each. 

Taking the breechblock, the sergeant explains, simultan- 

eously demonstrating by pointing with a pencil, that the 

block has on its forward face two cylindrical notches for 

the bottom of the cartridge case and for the extractor; 

durinf this process he shows that the cartridpf- case and 

extractor fo right into these notches. Along the side of 

the breechblock are two cocking notches which are engaged 

in the notches of the receiver during locking of the bolt. 

The serreant shows these notches in the receiver and again 

demonstrates on the model the process of locking the bolt 

He then shows the drivinr cam for turning the bolt when it 

is locked and unlocked  The sergeant takes the bolt carrier 

anr* showp the cam slot alonp which the drivinr cam of the 

breechblock travels. On thr left side of the breechblock 

there is a longitudinal slot for the passage of the ejector 

point of the receiver. Using a stand with the parts and 
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mechanisms of the lißht machine ^un mounted on it, the 

sergeant, moving the bolt carrier with bolt back and forth, 

shows the passage of the ejector point across the longitudinal 

slot of the breechblock. The sergeant shows the opening in 

the thick part of the breechblock for the extractor pin and 

stud, then places them in the breechblock opening.  Inside 

the breechblock is a channel for the firing pin  Placing 

the firing pin in this channel, the sergeant shows the 

position of the firing pin in the breechblock. 

Having explained the structure of the breechblock, the 

sergeant questions a few soldiers. Then, removinr the firing 

pin from the breechblock, he demonstrates and explains the 

structure of the ejector together with the spring and pin, 

and shows the last part of the bolt - the stud servinp to 

fix the firing pin and extractor pin 

Having studied the purpose and structure of the bolt, 

the sergeant asks if the soldiers have any questions, which 

he then answers. Then he again asks several machine gunners 

to give the purpose and structure of the bolt. 

After completing the study of all parts and mechanisms 

of the weapon, one assembles the weapon and proceeds to the 

study of the purpose and structure of the accessories. 

It is necessary to point out at the beginning that 

the accessories serve for assembly, stripping, cleaning, 

and lubricating the weapon, and then to denonstrate and list 

all articles in the accpssory kit  One should draw the 
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attention of the soldiers to the fact that the accepBory kit, 

beeitteF the parts in the case, includes a cleaning rod and 

oil canj for the PK machine gun, an extractor used for 

removing from the chamber broken-off parts of a shell 

case in case of cross-rupture of the latter. Then, by 

demonstration, explanation, and questioning, the purpose and 

function of each part of the accessories is studied  In 

developinfr this topic one should strive for the soldiers' 

complete mastery of the purpose of each part of the accessories, 

especially the case and cover, the cleaning rods, and brush 

which are very important for proper cleaning and lubrication 

of the weapon. 

In conclusion, one should show the soldiers the correct 

packing of the accessories into the case and condition the 

soldiers in this packing 

o pack the accessories for the submachine run, light 

machine gun, and PK machine gun, one must hold the case in 

the left hand, place the accessories in it in sequence, 

then close the cover. 

The -following parts are placed in the accessory case 

for the submachine ^un and light machine gun«  cleaning 

rods, brush, screwdriver, drift, and pin used for assembly 

of the trigger-and-firing mechanism. The PK machine gun 

accessory case includes the same parts except for the pin. 

Study of the purpose and structure of the live cartridge 

should begin with showing a cut-away model of the cartridge 
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or on a diagram (poster) the special parts of the live 

cartridge:  bullet, cartridge case, propellant charge, 

and percussion cap. Then the sergeant points out the 

purpose of each of these parts of the cartridge. For 

example, the purpose of the bullet is to inflict damage 

to enemy personnel and fire weapons. 

The propellant charge, a cellulose nitrate snokeless 

powder, serves to give a high translatory motion to the 

bullet. 

The percussion cap is intended to ignite the propellant 

charge. Inside the percussion cap, in a brass cap, is 

compressed the priming composition consisting of a detonating 

agent which is extremely sensitive to mechanical and thermal 

actions. In connection with this the sergeant should direct 

the soldiers' attention to the necessity of careful handling 

of the live cartridge, especially the percussion cap located 

at the bottom of the cartridge case. 

The cartridge case serves to unite all the parts of 

the cartridge, protect the propellant charge from outside 

actions, and for preventing the escape of propellant gases 

to the side of the bolt  Further, in sessions with the 

submachine gunners and light machine gunners, it is necessary 

to enumerate the type of bullets used for the cartridges of 

the 19^3 type (ordinary, tracer, and armor piercing - incendiary)*| 

in sessions with the PK machine runners,  the types of rifle 
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bullets (ordinary bulletei with steel core, light (1908), 

and heavy (l930)t tracer, and armor piercing - incendiary). 

Then, using diagrams and a set of dummy cartridges with various 

types of bullets, the sergeant should explain the purpose 

of each bullet and their distinctive signs, then study 

their overall structure. 

However, one need not study in detail the structure 

of the various types of bullets.  It is sufficient that 

the Poldiers solidly master the applications of cartridges 

with any given type of bullet and know their distinctive 

Rigns. 

In concluding the developrrent of this topic the sergeant 

should demonstrate and explain that the cartridges arrive 

in the unit in wooden chests or galvanized metal boxes. 

In each chest are two boxes of 660 cartridges each for 

weapons using the 19^3 cartridges (submachine gun, light 

machine gun) and of 440 cartridres each for the PK machine 

gun  The cartridges in the galvanized boxes are packed 

in cardboard packages, 20 cartridges in each. 

Depending on the type of bullet, on the sides of the 

chest and on the packages are painted distinguishing colored 

stripes corresponding to the color of the nose of the bulleti 

green for cartridges with tracer bullets» black and red for 

armor piercing - incendiary bullets; silver for steel core 

bullets« yellow for heavy bullets. The nose of the 1908 

light bullets has no distinguishing color and no colored 

stripe is painted on the sides of a chest or packet with 

this type of bullet. 
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After that, one shows the soldiers how, with the aid 

of an axe or small crowbar (or, in extreme cases, with a 

small shovel), one opens the chest or box. 

At the end of the session, if there is time available, 

one should give the soldiers the opportunity to clarify 

any remaining problems and then conduct a critique of the 

session and pive the soldiers assirnments for practice. 

^. Training in Cleaning and lubricating Weapon 

The following training topics may be outlined for 

this session« 

l) general requirements and duties of the unit 

commander with respect to cleaning and lubrication of 

weapons? 

2). rules for cleaning and lubrication of weapon 

under various circumstances 5 

3). characteristics of cleaning and lubricating 

waterials} 

4), procedure (sequence) for cleaning and lubricating 

weapon; 

5). practical cleaning and lubrication of weapon. 

The session should be held in the room used for cleaning 

and lubricating weapons or in a classroom specially equipped 

with tables for this purpose. 
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Material supply of the session should includes regulation 

weapon with accessories, set of cleaning and lubricating 

materials (patches, oakum, KV-22 paper, liquid rifle lubri- 

cant, rifle lubricant, solution for cleaning bore), set of 

wooden rods for convenience in cleaning and lubricating 

grooves, notches, and holes. 

In the introductory part of the session, to connect the 

new material with that studied earlier, one should check 

the soldiers' knowledge of the purpose and structure of 

the acceeeory kit. 

In studying the first training topic, it is expedient 

to point out that all weapons (both combat and trainins; 

weapons) must under all circumstances be maintained in 

full serviceability and cleanliness and that this is 

achieved by prompt and skillful cleaning and lubrication, 

correct storage, and protection. Referring to the practice 

of storing and protecting the weapons in one's own unit, 

it is suitable to tell about experienced soldiers lovingly 

protecting their weapons and also about cases of negligent 

attitudes toward the entrusted weapons 

Further, one should explain that cleaning of the weapon 

in the barracks or in camp is done in sites set aside for 

this purpose on specially equipped tables, while in combat 

or field conditions, it is carried out on clean groundcloths, 

boards, pieces of plywood, etc. After this one points out 
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that the soldiers clean and lubricate their weapons under 

the direct supervision of the unit commander, who determines 

the depree of stripping necessary, the weapon's cleaness and 

lubrication, checks the serviceability of the accessories 

and quality of the materials used for cleaninf, and lubrication, 

and the quality of the finished cleaning, verifies the 

quality of lubrication and correctness of assembly of the 

weapon, and authorized replacement of it in the rack. 

Finishing the explanation, the rergeant gives several 

control questions and proceeds to the development of the 

second topic - the rules for cleaning and lubrication of 

the weapon under various conditions. 

The sergeant sequentially states the rules for cleaning 

the weapon after firing with live or blank cartridges, after 

fatigue duty or field sessions without firing, in combat 

and during prolonged drill, when preparing the weapon to 

fire, and also in those cases in which the weapon stands 

in the «run rack without use. 

One should particularly stress the three stages in 

cleaning a weapon after firing» 

- immediately after firing on the firin" range (in 

the field) clean and lubricate the bore and parts acted 

upon by the powder residue (bolt, gas tube, bolt carrier 

with gas piston, gas cylinder, receiver); 

- when returning to the unit after firing, perform 

complete cleaning and lubrication of weapon; 
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- for the next 3-^ days clean and lubricate the weapon 

daily. 

Here one should alert the soldiers to the fact that 

often a^on^ certain soldiers there will be incorrect recollectior 

of the procedure for cleaning the weapon after firing live 

or blank cartridres  For one reason or another some think 

that immediately after firing it is sufficient to pour any 

rifle lubricant into the bore and merely lubricate with 

rifle lubricant or liquid rifle lubricant those parts which 

have come in contact with the powder residue  This is in 

complete violation of the weapon cleaning procedure. One 

must explain to the soldiers that immediately after firin? 

the weapon it is absolutely necessary to clean it in order 

to optimally remove the powder residue from the surfaces of 

the bore and other weapon parts; only in this way may one 

be sure that corrosion will not occur  However, since it 

is impossible to mechanically remove all the powder residue 

in one cleaning, the procedure should be repeated on returning 

to the unit location and over the course of the next 3-^ days. 

^hen, if there is sufficient time, it is a good idea 

to briefly explain to the soldiers how the process of 

corrosion of the weapon parts, especially that of the bore, 

proceeds under the action of the powder residue with which 

thpse parts are covered after firing. 

The residue contains both water-soluble and water-insoluble 

substances  The soluble substances are salts (basically 
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potassium chloride) formed during explosion of the primer 

Immediately after firing these salts readily absorb water 

from the air and form a solution which causes the metal to 

rust. Here the lubricant is of little help.  If the powder 

residue is not removed invnediately after firing, the bore, 

in places where the chrome has sheared off, and other parts 

will be covered with rust which will leave traces after 

removal. Repetition may cause pits to appear. 

Having consolidated the soldiers' knowledge of the 

second study topic by questioning, the sergeant begins to 

enumerate and show the cleaning and lubricating materials 

to be used and then gives their characteristics. 

Characterizing the liquid rifle lubricant, one should 

emphasize that it is general-purpose and is used both for 

cleaning and for lubricating the bore and other parts and 

mechanisms of the weapon at air temperatures from -SO0 to 

+500C      In addition one should direct the soldiers* attention 

to the followinr points: 

- under field conditions the weapon is cleaned and 

lubricated only with this lubricant; 

- if, after firing on the firing range, the weapon is 

cleaned with this material, then after returning to the 

barracks it must be cleaned with BCS. 

Rifle lubricant is used only for lubricating the bore, 

parts, and mechanisms of the weapon after cleaninr; when the 

air temperature is above 5ÜC. 
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In studyinf, the lubricating materials the soldiers 

should learn how to distinguish one type from another by 

color, smell, and viscosity, both in the li^ht and in the 

dark  therefore, the serfeant should have lubricants in 

glass tubes or other glass containers; the soldiers have 

the materials in oil cans. During the explanation the 

soldiers' attention is directed to the color of the lubricant; 

pouring it from one container to another, the sergeant shows 

its viscosity; each soldier is piven the opportunity to 

smöll each type of lubricant 

BCS (bore cleaning solution), specially prepared in the 

unit, is used only for cleaning the bore and other parts 

of the weapon subject to the effects of the powder gases 

'his solution is usually prepared for a single weapon cleaning 

and is not poured into an oil can.  It may be stored for 7 

days in the unit in a well-stoppered bottle in a warm place 

away from heatin^ devices  After usinp, the BC? for cleaning 

one must very carefully wipe the bore, first with oakum, 

then with a clean patch (other parts are wiped with a tiatch); 

then all parts are lubricated with rifle or liquid rifle 

lubricant. 

In characterizing BCS one should point out that it is 

only used under the supervision of the unit officers or 

master sergeants. 

Of the cleaning materials one should mention patches, 

oakum, and KV-22 paper, used in place of patches  Showing 
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oakun (short flax fiber) with scutch removed, one should 

emphasize that it ie better able to enter the grooves of 

the bore than are patches, providing better cleaning 

Therefore, oakum is used only for cleaning the bore.  Patches 

and KV-22 paper are used for wiping, cleaning, and lubricating 

all parts and mechanisms of the weapon. The sergeant 

should then point out that for convenience in cleaning and 

lubricating slots, holes, grooves, and notches one may use 

wooden rodsi he then shows a set of these (Fig. 9) and also 

explains the purpose of each of them. The rods with wedges 

on the ends serve for cleaning and lubricating slotsi various 

diameter cylindrically shaped rods - for cleaning and lubri- 

cating holes, grooves, notches, chambers, and also the gas 

chamber. When using the rods one mast always affix a patch 

to them. 

In concluding the development of the third study topic 

of the session the sergeant should stress that use of lubri- 

cating and cleaning materials other than those indicated in 

the manual is absolutely forbidden. 

When developing the fourth study topic the sergeant 

points out that the weapon must be cleaned and lubricated 

in the following sequencei 

- prepare cleaning and lubricating materials; 

- strip weapon (partial or complete, depending on 

degree of contamination); 
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- inspect accessories and prepare for cleaninp;? 

- clean and wipe dry the bore and all remaining parts 

and mechanisTPS of the weapon; 

- report to the serpeant that cleanin" is complete} 

with his permission proceed to lubrication and then assembly 

of the weapon» 

- after assemblih^ weapon verify the operation of its 

parts and mechanisms and again show the weapon to the unit 

commander; with his permission place the weapon in the rack. 

The indicated procedure for cleaning and lubricating 

the weapon must be firmly mastered by each soldier. Having 

convinced himself of this, the sergeant proceeds to practical 

training in cleaning and lubricating the weapon. 

In the very beginning the sergeant shows the procedure 

for preparinp; the cleaning and lubrication materials.  The 

patches, KV-22 paper, oakum, oil cans with rifle and liquid 

rifle lubricant, and the rod set are placed on the table. 

The oakum is scutched and the cover of the oil can nozzle 

unscrewed.  In addition, a container with BCS is placed on 

the table, 

^he soldiers first watch the actions of the serreant 

and then, at his order and by the same procedure, they 

themselves prepare the cleaning and lubricating materials 

The serpeant then orders them to partially strip their 

own weapons while he simultaneously strips his own. 
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It is then necessary to demonstrate and explain the 

procedure for inspecting the accessories and preparing 

them for cleaning, 

As an example of training submachine gunners, let us 

discuss first how they inspect the accessories and how 

they are prepared for cleaning, then how the soldiers carry 

out the cleaning and lubrication of the submachine gun 

Ineprction of the accessories is done in the following 

manneri 

I  Inspect the cleaning rod. To do this one takes 

it in both hands, raises it to eye level and, closing one 

eye, sees whether it has any bends.  Check that the rifling 

at the end of the rod is in good condition. 

2, Inspect the brush  Screw it onto the cleaning rod» 

the brush should be held tightly to the cleaning rod while 

its shank should rotate freely.  By eye check that the 

brush is not bent. 

3. Inspect the wire brush  It should be clean and 

straight; its bristles should not fall out  Screw it onto 

the cleaning rod  It should be held tightly to the rod 

and not be bent. 

^.  Inspect the case  It should not have any cracks, 

dents, or flaws  Unseres the wire brush from the cleaninp: 

rod) pass the rod through the side opening in the case. 

The head of the cleaning rod should not protrude through 

the small opening in the case. 
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5. Inspect the case lid. Attach it to the muzzle end 

of the submachine gun barrel  It should not have significant 

lateral f?win^  If there is, the cleaning rod will rub the 

muzzle end of the barrel, ^ry to pass the cleaning rod and 

then thp bruph through the opening in the case lid  The 

cleaning rod should pasr freely, while the brush --hoind 

not pars at all. 

6. Inspect the oil can  Check that there are no 

cracks or dente  The oil can cover should have a packet 

and be tightly screwed on. Lubricant should not leak from 

the oil can. 

7 Inspect the screwdriver with drift It should not 

have any indentations or wear along the edge, key, or walls 

of the slot. 

During the explanation and demonstration the soldiers 

pequentially inspect their own accessories and report the' 

results of their inspection  Observed defects are immrdiately 

corrected If defects show up in the cleaning rod, brush, 

wire brush, case, or lid, they are unfit for use and not 

used for cleaning and lubricating the weapon. 

Preparation of the accessories for cleaning the submachine 

pun  is done in the following manner. ' ake the cleaning rod 

in the left hand and the case in the right. Pass the cleaning 

rod first through the larre, then through the small opening 

in the case  'ix the head of the cleaning rod to the case 

usinp; the small screwdriver. Th^n put the case lid onto 

the cleaning rod and screw on the brush, ( ^ig. to) 
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en   - imi      '-- m B "    " " 

?if    9      Set of wooden rods for cleaning and lubricating 
weapon. 

'i^.   10.    Submachine pun accessories prepared for cleaninp: 
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Having finished the demonstration and explanation, the 

sergeant orders the soldiers to prepare their own accessories 

in the same way for cleaning. He then points out that during 

the cleaning of the weapon after firing it is necessary to 

unscrew the replenisher from the muzzle end of the barrel. 

The sergeant then demonstrates how to clean the bore 

of the weapon with liquid rifle lubricant  To do this he 

place? the barrel with the receiver, righting device, and 

stock in the cut-outs of the weapon-cleaning table or simply 

on an ordinary table.  The soldiers are ordered to do the 

same  He points out that if there is no table, the submachine 

gun i? set by the stock on the ground or floor. 

Take a small piece of oakum (best with long fibers), 

shake scutch from it, and shape it into a figure-eight 

To do this conveniently, wind it first in a circle around 

four fingers of the left hand. Attach the figure-eight 

shaped oakum by the center to the end of the brush, lay the 

oakum fibers along the bristles, and fix by overwinding 

he thickness of the flakum should be such that the brush 

may be inserted into the bore with little force, the length 

of the oakum attached should be slightly less than that of 

the rotating part of the brush  After the demonstration and 

explanation the sergeant trains the soldiers in shaping the 

oakum into a figure-eight.  Th^y should learn how to make 

the figure-eight of the required length and thickness 
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The sergeant then pours a little liquid rifle lubricant 

from the oiljcan onto the oakum and explains that one must 

not dip the cleaninr rod with brush and oakum into the oil 

can since this would cause contamination of the lubricant, 

^he sergeant then inserts the cleaning rod with brush and 

oakum into the bore and fixes the case lid (front handguard) 

to the muzzle end of the submachine gun. Taking the weapon 

in the left hand and the case (protective sleeve on cleaning 

rod handle) in the right and not bending the rod, the sergeant 

pushe? it with the bruph and oakum along the entire length 

of the bore 6-8 times 

He directs the soldiers' attention to the fact that 

when using the case lid (front handguard) the muzzle end 

of the bore remains uncleaned. Therefore, after cleaning 

the bore, having removed the front handguard from the barrel, 

he cleans the muzzle end by moving the rod with brush 

approximately the length of the brush. He removes the rod 

from the bore, replaces the oakum, puts liquid rifle lub- 

ricant on it, and repeats the process.  He then orders the 

poldiers to clean the bores of their own weapons. 

rnhe sergeant explains that one must clean the bore in 

this manner several times, depending on how dirty it is 

He wipes the rod and brush with a patch and the bore with 

dry oakum and then a clean patch  He then orders the 

soldiers to do the same for their weapons. 
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He inspects the patch after wiping the bore with it 

and points out that if there are any noticeable traces of 

residue (black), rust, or contamination the cleaning must 

be continued and the bore again wiped with dry oakum and a 

patch. 

Having completed cleaning the rifled part of the bore, 

the sergeant in the same manner cleans the chamber from 

the receiver side and requires the soldiers to perform 

the same actions.  He inspects the bore of the weapon in 

light from the muzzle end, slowly rotatinr the barrel in his 

hands in order to see the rifling well, and checks that there 

are no traces of residue or pieces of oakum or patch remaininr 

in the angles of the rifling. He inspects the chamber from 

the breech. 

He orders the soldiers to inspect the rifled portion 

of the bores and chambers of their own weapons and report 

the rerulte of the inspection. 

He directs the attention of the soldiers to the fact 

that if the brush with oakum or patch sticks in the bore 

during cleaning, one pours a small amount of warm liquid 

rifle lubricant into the bore and allows a few minutes 

for the oakum (patch) to soak it up  Then one tries to 

withdraw the rod with brush from the bore.  If after this 

it still will not come out, send the weapon to the repair 

shop. 
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he srrgeant then explains the peculiarities of 

cleaninp the bore of the weapon with BCS.  He first reminds 

them that this solution is used only to clean the bore and 

other parts subject to the action of the powder gases duri^r, 

firing  He then points out that when using the BCS the bore 

IF cleaned with the wire brush screwed only to cleaning rod 

and moistened with the rolution. After cleanin'-, the bore 

ir wiprd with dry oakum and a patch. Cleaning of the 

bore with the BCF is repeated until the oakum and patch 

are withdrawn from the bore without residue, preen spots, 

or contamination  On completion of cleaning of the rifled 

parts of the bore, the chamber is cleaned from the receiver 

side by the same procedure. 

Having finished the instruction in cleaning the bore, 

the sergeant proceeds to train the soldiers in cleaning all 

the remaining parts and mechanisms of the weapon.  He first 

explains that the gas chamber, gas tube, and replenisher 

are washed with the liquid rifle lubricant or BCS and 

thoroughly cleaned with oakum and patches with the aid 

of the cleaning rod and brush or the wooden rods  These 

parts are then wiped thoroughly with a clean patch. 

The receiver, bolt, bolt carrier, pas cylinder piston 

are cleaned several times with patches soaked in liquid 

rifle lubricant or BCS. The slots, holes, depressions are 

cleaned especially carefully usin" the rods  After cleaning 

these parts must be wiped dry with a patch. 
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All remaining metal parts of the weapon are cleaned 

with a patch lightly moistened with liquid rifle lubricant 

and then wiped dry.  The wooden parts are wiped with dry 

patches. 

After the explanation, the sergeant cleans all the 

parts and mechanisms of the weapon by the indicated procedure, 

orders the soldiers to do the same, and monitors the correct- 

ness of their actions. 

Having completed training the soldiers in cleaning all 

parts and mechanisms of the subnachine gun, the sergeant 

reminds then that each soldier reports to the unit commander 

concerning completion of the cleaning, and the commander 

verifies that the weapons of his subordinates are clean 

Then the sergeant demonstrates and explains how to lubricate 

the bore and all metal parts of the weapon. 

To lubricate the bore the sergeant screws the brush 

onto the cleaning rod and applies to it oakum soaked in 

lubricant. He inserts the cleaning rod with the brush 

into the bore from the muzzle end and smoothly draws it 

two or three times along the entire length of the bore in 

order to evenly cover the bore with a thin layer of lubricant 

In the same manner he lubricates the chamber from the receiver 

side and the rpplenisher  He has the soldiers lubricate the 

rifled portion of the bore, chambers, and replenishers of 

their own weapons, and himself monitors their actions. 
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He then points out that all the metal parts and mechanisms 

of the submachine fun are lubricated with an oiled patch. 

He draw? the attention o'* the soldiers to the fact that 

to avoid contamination and dust on the parts and mechanisms, 

the layer of lubricant should be thin, and also to the fact 

that the wooden parts of the weapon are not lubricated. He 

lubricates all the metal parts and mechanisms of the weapon 

and has the soldiers lubricate theirs  The sergeant then 

points out that after assembling the weapons the soldiers 

a^ain report to the commander and show him tluir weapons; 

only at his order do they place them in the rack '..'he 

serpeant orders the soldiers to assembly their weapons, 

The sergeant then inspects the assembled weapons and 

evaluates the quality of lubrication of each soldier's 

weapon? he orders them to prepare the weapon for placement 

in the rack and to place thrm in the fixed sites 

In concluding development of the final study question 

of the topic it is necessary to indicate the peculiarities 

of cleaning and lubricating a weapon in cold, winter weather, 

after a rain, when changing from one lubricant to another, 

and when surrendering the weapon to the depot for prolonged 

storage 

In the co'd and winter, before taking the weapon into 

a warm place, it is recommended that the exterior parts 

be rubbed with a patch soaked in liquid rifle lubricant 

""hen allow the weapon to stand in the warm area for 10-20 min 
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and only then proceed with the cleaninp, and lubrication, 

furthermore, in cold and winter weather with air temperatures 

below +5 C, the weapon is lubricated only with liquid rifle 

lubricant  It is absolutely forbidden to use rifle lubri- 

cant under these conditions since this may lead to dis- 

turbance of the operations of the moving parts of the weapon 

If the weapon has been in the rain, all of its parts 

must be rubbed with a dry patch immediately after going 

inside; this prevents the parts from rusting  Only then 

is complete cleaning and lubrication carried out. 

When chanfing from one lubricant to another one must 

thoroughly remove the old lubricant from all parts and 

mechanisms of the weapon. To do this, completely strip 

the weapon and wash all metal parts with liquid rifle 

lubricant, allowing no lubricant to remain on the spring 

coils, in the angles of the slots, in screw threads or in 

other hard-to-reach places. The parts are then wiped 

with a dry patch. 

After this all parts and mechanisms of the weapon are 

lubricated with the new lubricant and the weapon is 

assembled. 

When surrendering the weapon to the depot for prolonged 

storage one must most carefully clean all parts and mechanisms 

of the weapon, lubricate them with liquid rifle lubricant, 

and then wrap it first in one layer of inhibitor, then one 

layer of paraffined paper 
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At the end of the session the sergeant conducts a critique 

and gives assignments for self-study. 

5.  Training in Storing and Protecting the Weapon Under 
Various Conditions 

Study of this topic has the goal of teaching the soldiers 

how to correctly store and protect the weapon in barracks 

and camp locations, when located in inhabited areas, when 

moving in dismounted formation and by motor vehicle (armored 

carrier), during transport by rail or water, when on field 

exercises, and when performing ^uard (sentry) duty.  Subse- 

quently, on all field exercises, in shooting, when on ruard, 

in drills, one must train the soldiers in storing and pro- 

tecting the weapon in these typical conditions of the unit's 

combat activities. The training sites are the rooms where 

the weapons are stored and cleaned and the field  For the 

session one must have regulation and training weapons, dummy 

cartridges, and a motor vehicle (armored carrier). 

The session should beirin in the room used for cleaning 

and storing weapons. After forming up the soldiers with 

their weapons, inspecting the weapons, and explaining the 

topic and goal of the session, the sergeant explains the 

general requirements (rules) for storing and protecting 

the weapont 

- each soldier is obliged to maintain his own weapon 
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clean and serviceable in all situations and handle it with 

care» 

- the weapon should alwaye be unloaded when stored 

and transported» 

- the weapon should always be on safety» it should be 

taken off safety only to fire» 

- in order to avoid inflation or even rupture of the 

bore, it must never be stopped up. 

Having consolidated by questioning the soldiers' 

knowledge of the general rules on storage and protection 

of the weapon, the session leader proceeds to explanation 

and practical demonstration of the procedure for storing 

the weapon under various conditions. 

The sergeant first explains and demonstrates the 

procedure for storing the type of weapon under study in 

barracks or camp locations.  In both cases all small arms 

and rocket launchers are stored in special equipped covered 

racks which are set up in the room used for storing and 

cleaning weapons. The doors of this room should open to 

an inside location» there should be iron gratings on the 

windows. Each rack and door of this room should close 

with a lock. The keys to the rack and to the room are 

kept by thp company duty officer.  The room, and also the 

racks, should be under 24-hour ruard  All small arms and 

rocket launchers are stored vertically in the racks with 

the sighting devices outside.  Special compartments are 
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made in the racks for seating each type of weapon  A label 

should be glued to each compartment of the rack indicatinr 

the type and number of the weapon, number of the gas mask, 

and also the last name of the soldier to whom they are 

assigned. In addition an inventory indicating the number 

of weapons and equipment according to type is hung on the 

inpide left door of the rack. 

Weaponr are stored without covers (except rocket 

launchers, on the barrel of which is plrced a cover); the 

movable system of the weapon is situated forward; the 

hammer is disengaped; the weapon is on safety; the si^ht 

is fixed in a conrtant setting and the rear sight of the 

light machine gun and PK machine gun is set at "0"; 

straps are tightened; handle for shifting the PK machine 

gun is turned to the left; the legs of the machine gun bipods 

should be folded and fixed with spring clasps.  In special 

sections of the same rack are stored: 

- magazines, magazine cases, oil cans for submachine 

guns and light machine guns, submachine gun bayonets in 

sheaths; 

- box magazines, spare barrels and covers for the PK 

machine guns; here the spare barrels should be wrapped 

with oiled paper and put in cases; 

- telescopic sights in coversj magazines, accessories 

and bags for sniper's rifles; 
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- grenade pouch for manual antitank rocket launchers. 

The pistols belonging to the unit's soldiers and ser- 

geants are stored unloaded and out of their holsters in 

iron or iron-covered cabinets or draws with specially made 

divisions  Spare magazines are stored beside the pistols 

The cabinets (drawers) are locked and sealed by the company 

first sergeant  The keys are kept by the company duty 

officer  These cabinets (drawers) are kept in the room 

used for cleaning and storing weapons 

The unit's training weapon, except training pistols, 

is kept in a separate rack.  If there is no separate 

rack available it is kept in the same rack with the combat 

weapons.  In this case its location is marked "Training 

Weapon".  Training pistols are stored in the same cabinets 

(drawers) as the combat pistols in separate compartments. 

After the explanation the sergeant prepares his own 

weapon for placement in the rack, puts it in, and orders 

each soldier to carry out the same actions with his own 

weapon.  The sergeant monitors the correctness of their 

actions and corrects them as necessary 

The sergeant then explains and demonstrates how to 

store the live cartridges for the guards and unit duty 

officers, and also the dummy cartridges.  The cartridges for 

the guards and unit duty officer are stored in iron or 

iron covered wooden drawers which are locked and sealed by 

the company first sergeant, who keeps the key  This drawer 
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IF located in the room for cleaning and storing weapons. 

The drawer should contain a cartridge inventory. Dummy 

cartridges are stored separately in a special wooden drawer. 

When firing on the shooting range the live ammunition 

is stored in a dry place, protected from the sun's rays 

^he cartridges should be handled with care, protecting 

them fron shock, moisture, dirt, and especially fire. They 

must not be lubricated  One must never forget that loss of 

cartridges is not allowed 

The sergeant then directs the attention of the 

soldiers to the peculiarities of storing weapons when in 

inhabited localctiee, during transport by rail or water, 

when on guard (sentry) duty. When temporarily located in 

some sort of building not equipped with gun racks, the 

weapon is stood or hung in a convenient dry place farther 

off from doors, stoves, and heating devices. During rail 

or water transport the weapon is set in special racks. If 

none is available the weapons are hand-held or put on the 

floor in a manner such that they cannot fall or be damaged. 

At the guard house the submachine guns are stored in 

racks which are not locked. Pouches with loaded magazines 

for the submachine gunr and scabbards with bayonets are not 

removed from the leather belts of the guards. 

The sergeant then develops in field practice the rules 

for storing and protecting weapons when moving in dismounted 

formation, during breaks between sessions, and when ridinr 
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in motor vehicles (armored carriers). These sessions 

require field uniform with lipht field pack equipment. 

The serpeant first explains and demonstrates how one 

should carry the weapon when moving in exercises and on 

m^rch. In these cases the weapon, with magazine connected, 

is carried "Sling arms". The weapon's remaining magazines 

are in the pouch.  One should stress that durinp movement 

the sling should be correctly adjusted so that the weapon 

will not sustain rhocks against the hard objects in the 

pack (small shovel, grenades, canteen). 

he sergeant then orders the soldiers to prepare their 

weapons for moving; he first Rives the command "Adjust 

slinks!"  After this is done he gives the command 

"Quick-time (double-time), march!".  During the march 

the sergeant checks for correct adjustment of the slings 

and equipment of the soldiers 

After having executed a short march, the sergeant 

halts the unit, conduct? a critique, and explains how 

to store the weapon during breaks between sessions and 

durirv- rePts  The weapon in this case is on slinr, in 

the hands, or, at the order of the commander, may be put 

on the Tound  Machine ^uns are placed on their mounts, 

whilp submachine runs are put on the ground with the cocking 

handle down 

After the explanation the sergeant pivrs the order 
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"Put down arrris", an^ then the order "Take arms" and trains 

the poldiprr now to correctly put down the weaponr and 

take them from the ground. 

In conclusion the serreant trains the soldiers in 

the rules for weapon handling durinp boarding and traveling 

on notor vehicles (armored carrier). He first explains that 

during boardinr and disembarking the weapon must be carefully 

protected fro-n shocks against the sides of the motor vehicle, 

especially against the metal sides of the armored carrieri 

when traveling the weapon should be held in the hands between 

the knees.  It must be especially stressed that during 

travel   one must under no circumstances set the machine 

guns on bipods on the floor of the vehicle 

Having finished the explanation the sergeant gives 

the commands "To the trucks" and then "Take your places". 

He then checks how the soldiers arp positioned in the 

trucks and whether tlvy are properly holding their weapons. 

He commands "Forward" and observes how the soldiers protect 

their weapons during travel  After a while he gives the 

order "Halt" and "To the truck". 

At the end of the session the serreant forms the ranks, 

points out the mistakes observed in the course of the session, 

makes a critique, and ^ives assignments. 
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6. Training in Performance of Parts and "echaniemB of 
Weapon 

Knowledge of the operations of the parts and mechanismF 

of a weapon is not an end in itselfj it provider the soldiers 

with a conscious understandinp of the character of malfunctions 

which arise durinp firing, of the causes of these malfunctions, 

and, therefore, ensures their quick and reliable eliniination 

r hus, when studying this subject the soldiers should only ot, 

familiarized with the positions of parte and mechanisms of 

the weapon before loading  Study of their functions durinp 

loading and firing is the most important part, requiring 

considerable attention and effort, since the operations 

must be studied as a whole (this should be pointed out 

at the berinnin^ of the eession)  Due to this complexity, 

t>>e sergeant should make maximum use of visual aids  In 

addition to training (combat) weapons, there must be cut-away 

models of it, dummy cartridges, special stands for demon- 

stration of the interaction of the weapon's parts and 

mechanisms, colored diagrams, and models of the trigper- 

and-firing mechanisms.  For more convenient demonstration 

of the operations of the parts and mechanisms of the whole 

weapon as well as of its separate blocks, the instructor 

should preferably have two samples of the weapon: one 

assembled (best if placed on a special stand), and the 

other stripped  Half of the soldiers' weapons should also 

be stripped, and the other half - assembled 
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Before the traininp; session or during the control 

questioning the sergeant should assemble the parts of a 

submachine r,un and li^ht machine gun (except for the 

magazine) on a special stand 

On the stand for demonstrating . e function of the 

parts and mechanisms of the submachine gun and light 

machine gun (Fig. 11), the bolt carrier with bolt, recoil 

mechanism, and magazine with dummy cartridges are assembled. 

In order to successfully master the functions of the 

weapon's parts and mechanisms, the soldiers should already 

know the purpose and arrangement of certain parts and 

mechanisms, especially the moving onee; this should be 

checked by control questioning during the introduction 

to the training session 

The three following topics should be outlined for 

the serrion: 

1) position of weapon parts and mechanisms prior to 

loading: 

2) functions of parts and mechanisms during loading; 

3) functions of parts and mechanisms during firing 

(for submachine guns and li^ht machine guns - during 

automatic and single-shot firing). 

It has been found that the first question is mastered 

with difficulty, since all parts of the weapon are studied 

in static position  "hen the functions of the parts and 

mechanises durin^ loadin? and firing are mastered, the 
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first question becomes more clear. Therefore, one should not 

worry if some eoldiers do not master the first question at 

the beginning  It is recommended that after studying the 

contents of the  second and third questions, the sergeant 

returns to the first and consolidates this knowledge by 

discussion 

Fig It Ttand with assembled parts for demonstrationof 
operation of parts and mechanisms of submachine 
pun  (lipht machine ^un). 

To develop the first problem the sergeant uses a cut- 

away model of the weapon, disassembled and assembled weapons 

on special stands, and also diapra^s, and demonstrates and 

explains the positions of the parts and mechanisms of the 

weapon prior to loading. Special attention should be riven 

to the positions of the moving parts of the weapon. 
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After finishing his explanations and demonstrations, 

the instructor questions a few soldiersi then he starts the 

study of the operations of the weapon's parts and mechanisms 

during loarline; 

First, the sergeant shows and briefly explains how to 

load the magazine (belt) of the studied type of weapon with 

cartridges  To load the submachine p;un magazine and li^ht 

machine gun box magazine, the sergeant t' kes the magazine 

in the left hand with its throat up and arched side to the 

left, in the right hand - dummy cartridges with bullets 

toward the little finder so that the base of the cartridge 

case is slightly elevated above the thumb and forefinger 

Holding the magazine inclined slightly to the left, the 

sergeant inserts cartridges one by one with his thumb 

{vip..   12)  under the lip of the magazine side wall, placing 

th^m with the base of the case toward the backplate of the 

magazine 

o loar" thp light machine gun drum magazine, the 

sergeant takes it in his left hand with the throat up 

and cover facing away from him  With his right hand he 

remove? the carrier flap from the magazine with his left 

hand so that the left thumb is on the projection of the 

loading lever, while the other fingers grasp the magazine 

near thf throat (Fig  13), he takes in his right hand blank 

cartridges with bullets toward the little finger.  With his 
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left thumb he turns the loading lever of the magazine counter- 

clockwise j with his right hand he pushes the cartridge under 

the lock and releases the loading lever. All other cartridges 

are loaded in the same manner. Loading of the magazines of 

the sniper rifle and pistol is carried out in a manner 

similar to that for the submachine gun and light machine gun 

box magazines. 

'ig, 12. Loading; submachine ^un magazine . 

Pig  13  loadin - light machine gun drum magazine, 
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To load the cartridge belt of the PK machine gun, the 

sergeant takes the belt in his left hand with the front 

edr;e facing away and cap to the leftj he then takes cartridges 

with his right hand, inserts them one by one into the belt 

sections, and, using either his thumb or right palm, rams 

the cartridges until the cut-off of the cartridge mouth 

coincides with the front edge of the belt (Fig. l4) 

Pig. lb.    Loading of PK machine gun belt. 

After that the loaded belt is placed in a box.  It 

should be especially stressed that when loading the belt with 

cartridges, one must absolutely npver press the base of the 

cartridge case against metal objects, particularly sharp ones. 

Having finished the demonstration and explanation, the 

sergeant orders the soldiers to load the magazines and 

belts and place the belts in the boxes. 

We will duscuss methods of further development of the 

second topic ueinp, as an example, the training of light 

machine gunners. 
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After the machine gunners load the box and drum maga- 

zines with dummy cartridges, the sergeant announces that he 

will now show how to load the machine gun and orders them 

to watch his actions attentively i then he performs the loading 

without explanation. Next, he says that the machine gun is 

loaded and ready to fire 

It is expedient to explain and demonstrate the functions 

of the parts and mechanisms during loading on an unloaded 

machine run» since the light machine ^un is already loaded, 

it is necessary to unload it. 

After unloading the light machine run, the sergeant 

loads it once more, but this ti^e step-by-step, explaininr 

and demonstrating on an assembled light machine gun each 

function of its parts and mechanisms during loading. To 

demonstrate the operations of the separate parts and 

mechanisms, the sergeant makes use of blocks of a stripped 

weapon sample, separated in advance, and also of diagrams. 

To load a lif^ht machine gun, one shouldt 

1. Connect a loaded magazine to the weapon. The 

sergeant takes the magazine in his right hand, slightly 

elevates the rear part of the machine gun by the small of the 

stock usinp his left hand, then connects the magazine to 

the machine f^un 

He orders the soldiers to do the same for their weapons 

and to continue observation of his operations and listen 

carefully. 
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He then explains that when the magazine is connected, 

its hook overlaps the projection of the receiver, while the 

supporting projection goes behind the catch, and the magazine 

is well secured to the receiver. The upper cartridge, resting 

against the bolt carrier from below, somewhat lowers the 

cartridge into the marazine, compressing its spring. 

2. Put selector lever in autoinptic firing (AV) position. 

The sergeant orders the machine gunners to set the selector 

levers of their nachine ^uns on automatic fire  He  shows 

and explains that during this operation the wedged notch in 

the receiver plate for the bolt carrier handle is freed, 

while the sector of the selector lever remains in the single- 

fire sear notch without impeding the movement of the trigger. 

3. Pull block carrier back as far as it will go and 

then release it. The sergeant performs this operation, pointing 

out that the machine gun is now loaded and ready to fire. 

One point should be stressed, namely that after pullinp- the 

bolt carrier, one should just release it but not ram it 

with the hand, since this may cause jamming during firing 

due to sticking of a cartridge in the chamber. 

r,he sergeant orders the machine gunners to perform 

final loading of their machine ^uns. 

He then explains and demonstrates in detail the functions 

of the parts and mechanisms of the light machine run  during 

this operation. When the bolt carrier is pulled back, it 

first moves without the bolt for a free-travel distance. This 
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distance is necessary in order that the bullet has time 

to leave the bore (to travel from ^as cylinder to chase) 

before the bolt is unlocked, and to prevent blowback. 

After traversing the free-travel distance, the bolt carrier, 

by the forward slope of its cam slot, acts on the lead lug 

of the bolt, turning it to the left; the cocking notches of 

the block are released from the notches of the receiver, i.e. 

the bolt is unlocked.  The bolt carrier lug frees the 

automatic trigger lever» under the action of the spring, the 

autotrigger sear is pressed toward the front surface of the 

hammer.  The process of unlocking the bolt should be 

thoroughly demonstrated on a stand and on a model. 

The sergeant then proceeds to show and explain those 

operations which take place during the continued movement 

of the bolt carrier« 

- after unlockinr,the bolt goes back, together with 

the bolt carrier, and opens the bore; 

- recoil spring is compressed; 

- under the action of the bolt carrier, the hammer 

rotates around its axis and the main spring is compressed; 

the sear cam notch of the hammer catches the trigger cam 

notch under the hammer retarder catch, and the hammer is put 

against the autotrigger sear, elevatinp the autotrigger 

lever and blocking the backward movement of the bolt carrier 

lug; 

- as soon as the base plate of the bolt carrier passes 

the magazine well, the cartridges, under the action of the 
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mapazine sprinp, rise until the upper cartridge is pressed 

against the lip of the magazine side wall. 

After that the sergeant explains and demonstrates the 

operations of the parts and mechanisms of the machine gun when 

the bolt carrier is released: 

- under the actioi of the return mechanism the bolt 

carrier moves ahead, togetner with the bolts 

- by its front notch, the bolt pushes the upper cartridge 

from the magazine, rams it into the chamber, and closes the 

bore; when the bolt approaches the breech face of the barrel 

the extractor hook engages in the cannelure; 

- the slope of the left receiver notch acts on the slope 

of the left cocking notch of the bolt, and the cam slot of the 

bolt carrier affects the lead lug of the bolt j as a result 

the bolt rotates about its longitudinal axis to the right; 

its cockinr notches snap the bolt locks of the receiver, 

i.e., the bolt is tightly locked; 

- by it? stud, the block carrier rotates the autotrigger 

lever forward and down, releasing the autotrirger sear from 

the autotrigrrer hammer  sear.     Under the action of 

the firing pin spring, the hammer is freed from the hammer 

retarder catch and is put in the cocked position. The last 

process (movement of hammer from autotrigger sear      to 

cocked position) should be especially stressed. 

4.  The sergeant then points out that unless immediate 

firing is required, the selector lever must be put on safety 
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In this operation the selector lever closes the stepped notch 

of the receiver plate, blocking the backward movement of the 

cocking handle? the selector lever sector turns forward and 

locke, the trigger, bein^; placed above the right rectangular 

trigger notch 

On his submachine p,un the sergeant puts the selector 

lever on safety and shows that in this position the bolt 

carrier doer not go back and the trigger is locked  He orders 

the soldiers to perform the same operations and to check the 

position of the bolt carrier and trigger on their guns. 

Study of the third training problem of the session 

(operation of the parts and mechanisms during firing) should 

be started from the demonstration of the procedure for opening 

fire on the loaded weapon. The sergeant shows that in order 

to open fire, one should remove the safety and press the 

trigger 

When the demonstration is finished, the sergeant, using 

the same method as during the study of the previous problem, 

explains and shows on the weapon the functions of the parts 

and mechanisms during firingi  first, at the moment of the 

shot when the striker pin breaks the percussion cap of the 

cartridge, and then during the movement of the moving parts 

all the way back and then forward. 

In many aspectr, the operation of the parts and mechanisms 

during firing is similar to that during loadingi therefore, the 

sergeant should use the discussion method during this session 
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ask the soldiers to describe the operations of the separate 

parts and mechanisms, When studying the submachine gun and 

light machine pun,  it is expedient to first discuss the oper- 

ations of their parts and mechanisms durinp automatic fire, 

which is somewhat simpler, and only after that the single- 

shot firing. 

When studying the third problem, the soldiers should 

already have mastered the content of the first problem, which 

merely acquainted the soldiers with the operations of the 

parts and mechanisms of their weapons. 

The sergeant should try to achieve in the soldiers a 

conscious understandinp; of the basis of automatic action of 

the weapon and the procedure of locking (unlocking) the 

bolt. 

"he automatic action of all types of small arms (sub- 

machine guns, light machine .^uns, PK machine guns, sniper's 

rifle) is based on the use of the energy of powder gases 

which are led from the bore through the gas-escape port 

toward the pas piston.  (The automatic action for a sniper 

rifle is, more correctly, reloading). Locking of the bolt for 

all these types of weapons is based on rotating the bolt about 

its longitudinal axis to the right (for submachine guns, light 

machine guns, PK machine "uns) and to the left for the Sniper 

rifle, and on engagement of their cocking notches in the 

bolt locks (notches) of the receiver. 
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The automatic operation of the pistol is based on the 

principle of usinp the energy  of the free bolt recoil. Re- 

liability of locking of the pistol bore during the shot is 

ensured by the significant masp of the block and by the force 

of the recoil sprinp 

Let us demonstrate the methods for masterinp the 

third auestion of the topic in an example of the study 

of the operations of the parts and mechanisms of the submachine 

gun, first during automatic fire, and then during single-shot 

fire. 

The serpeant takes a submachine gun, already loaded and 

on safety, separates the receiver plate, and orders the soldiers 

to do thp same with their weapons  He then shows and explains 

that in order to perform automatic firing, one should set the 

relector lever on automatic fire and press the trigger. The 

sergeant orders the soldiers to put the selector lever? of 

their submachine guns on automatic fire; he asks one of the 

soldiers to explain the operations performed by the parts of 

the trigger-and-firing mechanism (this question was previously 

mastered during the study of the second problem of the topic). 

Then the sergeant places the submachine gun, with its 

magazine, on the table, holds it by the small of the stock 

in his left hand, leaving his right hand free for further 

demonstration. 

With his left forefinger the sergeant presses the trigger 

In so doing, he must keep in mind that one cannot free the 
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pressed trigger of an assembled weapon (stand with assfmbled 

parts and TnechanismB) prpmaturely because it will result in 

distortion of the operational cycle of the parts and mechanisms 

during the firing  The sergeant should specially point this 

out and ask the soldiers to follow this requirement. 

When the sergeant demonstrates the operations of the 

separate parts of the stripped weapon, he frees the trigger 

and later repeats his actions when explaining on the assembled 

weapon 

The sergeant presses the trigger and explains what 

kinds of actions take place» 

- trigger stud is dipengaped from the cocked position; 

under the action of the firing pin spring, the hammer pivots 

around its axis and energetically strikes the firinp; pin| 

- firing pin breaks percussion cap: 

- explosive and fuze of percussion cap ignite? through 

the cartridge vent in the base of the case, the flame reaches 

the propellant charge and ignites it - the shot occurs; 

- under the action of the powder gases, the bullet 

movep along the bore; as soon as it passes the gas-outlet, 

a portion of the ,Tas is forced through this port into the 

^as culinder, pressing the gas piston and throwing back 

the bolt carrier. 

Then the sergeant takes the cocking handle in his right 

hand and gradually pulls it all the way back  He orders the 

soldier? to do the same  Since the operations of the parts 
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mechanismp durinp thip operation were already studied, it is 

expedient to ask the soldiers to explain it 

If the soldiers have trouble, the sergeant should 

repeat the explanations, paying special attention to the 

following; concepts: 

- necessity of free novement of the bolt carrier; 

- process of unlocking the bolt and opening the 

bore; 

- process of ejection of spent case from chamber; 

- compression of the recoil sprinr. 

"he operations of the parts of the tri^-rer-and-firing 

mechanism require the ppecial attention of the sergeant  He 

sh^ould point out that when the ^ovim- parts of the submachine 

pun ro  backs 

- under the action of the bolt carrier, the hammer 

pivots around its axis; its pear can notch is engaged with 

the tri-^'er stud, under the catch of the hammer retarder, and 

ip th'n put on autotrigger sear; 

- the firinr pin spring is pressed; 

- the lever of the autotri-^-'er goes up and blocks 

the movprnent of the bolt carrier lug. 

hen the sergeant gradually releases the movinr parts 

forward, orders the soldiers to do the sane, anri explains 

that when thp bolt carrier together with the bolt, under 

the action of the compressed recoil spring, returns to the 

initial forward position» 
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- the bolt pushes the upper cartridge from the magazine, 

rams it into the chamber, and closes the bore» 

- when the bolt approaches the breech face of the 

barrel, the extractor hook is enpa^ed in the cannelure of 

the case; 

- under the action of the slope of the left cocking notch 

of the bolt and then of the cam slot of the bolt carrier on 

the leading luq of the bolt, the latter pivots to the right 

around its axis.(this process should be demonstrated separately 

on the disassembled bolt and bolt carrier); cockinp notches 

of the bolt are en^aped in the bolt lock of the receiver - 

the bolt is locked? 

- ^ovinf; forward, the bolt carrier pivots the auto- 

trig^er lever forward and down, releasing the autotrif^er 

sear from under the autotripger hamper searj 

- under the action of the firing pin sprint, the 

hammer pivots and strikes the hammer retarder catch; 

- the retarder pivots back, exposing its front lua 

for the hammer strike; as a result, the forward movement 

of the hammer is somewhat slowed. This makes it possible for 

the barrel to regain the position held prior to the strike 

of the bolt carrier with bolt, resulting in improvement of 

the accuracy of fire; 

- after the hammer strikes the front l\xq  of the retarder, 

it strikes the firin^ pin - the shot occurs 
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■■■■■■ ■.■.,. 

"he operations of the parts and mechanisms of the sub- 

machine pun in subsequent shots will be repeated  Automatic 

fire will continue as long as the tri^er is pressed and 

cartridgep are present in the magazine. 

The sergeant explains that in order to stop the firing, 

one should release the trigger  He performs this operation, 

orders the soldiers to do the same, and goes on explaining 

that under the action of the fir in17 pin spring, the trigger 

will turn and the trigger stud will block the hammer sear, i.e 

the hammer stops in the cocked position. 

Firing is stopped but the submachine gun remains 

loaded, ready to fire. 

When the actions of the parts and mechanisms of the 

submachine gun durin- automatic fire are studied and the 

soldiers' questions are answered, the sergeant begins the 

study of the operations of the parts and mechanisms during 

single-shot firing 

,rihis subsection is studied using the same methods as the 

previous one; the points already mastered should not be 

repeated 

First, the sergeant shows and explains that for single- 

shot firing one should set the selector lever on single 

shot firing (OD) and prrss the trigger. He asks the soldiers 

to reneat hir actions 
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The eerpeant then shows and explains that when the 

selector lever is set from the safety position to the single- 

shot position (OD), the sector of the selector lever frees the 

rectangular lug of the tripper (unlocks the trigger) and is 

completely disengaged from the single-fire sear notch. 

When the trigger is pressed, all parts and mechanisms 

will operate during the first single shot in the same manner 

as durinp the first shot in automatic fire; however,  the 

second shot will not follow since, together with the trigger, 

the single-shot sear will turn forward and its cocking stud 

will block the movement of the sear cam notch of the trigger 

The sear cam notch of the trigger will be engaged by the 

single-shot sear, and the trigger will be stopped in the 

back position (this should be shown on an assembled sub- 

machine gun as well as on a model of the trirger-and-firing 

mechanism).  To perform the next shot, one should release 

the trigger and press it again. When the trigger is released, 

under the action of the firing pin spring it turns back, to- 

gether with the single-shot sear, the latter will be disengaged 

from the sear cam notch, and free the trigger. 

Under the action of the firing pin spring, the trigger 

pivotp around, strikes first the retarder catch, then the 

front part of the retarder, and is engaged in the cocked 

position (this process should be shown on the model of the 

tri^ger-and-firin-- mechanise). 
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When the tripper is pressed apain, the operations of 

the parts and mechanisms of the submachine gun will be 

repeated - the next shot will occur. 

Having completed his demonstration and explanations, the 

sergeant answers the soldiers' questions and by selective 

questioninr consolidates the studied material. 

If time permits the sergeant carries out brief questioning 

on the first problem of the session - the positions of the 

parts and mechanisms of the weapon before loading. 

At the end of the session the sergeant makes an 

analysis and gives assignments for independent work. 

7. rtudy of Jamming in Firing and Means of Its Elimination 

When developing this topic, the soldiers should study 

the causes and character of malfunctions which cause jamming 

during firing, and should learn how to eliminate them in 

practice. 

Soldiers' skills in elimination of malfunctions during 

firing should be continuously perfected in field practice 

and firing 

For the initial study of malfunctions that arise durinr 

the firinr of any type of small ar^s approximrtely one hour 

of training is required. 
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The class should be provided with everything needed to 

create in the weapons almost all kinds of malfunctions which 

arise during firing.    Besides the training (combat) weapons, 

there should be provided dummy cartridges,  cases,  and for 

PK machine guns,  broken mouths of cases.    To demonstrate 

the cause of malfunctions the instructor should have,  if 

possible,   in addition to an assembled sample of the seapon, 

one sample stripped?  also a cut-away model of the weapon. 

Successful mastery of the given topic is not possible 

without firm knowledge of the operations of the parts and 

mechanisms of the weapon      Therefore, this knowledge must 

be checked during the control quiz.    If it has been insufficiently 

^^stered it should be studied again;  only then should the 

new topic be started 

At the beginning of the session it should be explained 

that with proper treatment and careful handling our combat 

weapons are reliable and  dependable.    However,  during prolonged 

combat usare, careless handling,   contamination of parts and 

mechanisms,  and during malfunctions or contamination of 

live cartridges,  malfunctions may arise during firing. 

Then,  it should be pointed  out that every soldier 

must know the following general rules to prevent  jamming: 

- maintain the weapon in complete serviceability; 

- strictly follow the rules for Ftora^e,   stripping, 

assembly,  cleaning    and  lubrication, checking and preparation 

of weapon for firing; 
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- thorouphly inspect the cartridges before firing; 

do not use defective or dirty cartridges? 

- protect weapons rroin shock, dirt when firing and 

novin^- especially protect the bore froTn contamination: 

- in combat observe the rate of fire, not allowing 

the bore to overheat. 

The ser-eant should stress that the main method for 

elimination of jamming is reloading the weapon.  If the 

.lamming is not eliminated after this is done, then one 

should determine the character of the malfunction, its 

causes, and only after that start to eliminate it 

The sergeant a^kP several questions on the material and 

then begins a description of the Tnalfunctionr 

In order that the soldiers mi^ht more effectively 

memorizp the kinds of malfunctions which occur during 

firing of any type of weapon, the malfunctions should be 

divided into three groups: 

- malfunctions arising during loading of the weapon 

(when the moving system goes forward); 

- malfunctions arising when producimr, the shot 

(during: firing) s 

- malfunctions arising during unloadinp; and reloading 

(when moving system poes back). 

^ollowin" is a table of classifications of jamming 

for various types of weapons. 
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Keyi      \) Type of weapon 

2) rialfunctions arising: 
3) Dur in- loadinr 

b) During firing 

5) During unloadinf 

6) Total number of malfunctions 

7) cubmachine -un, li'^ht machine pun 

8) PK machine pun 

9) Sniper rifle 

10) Pistol 

1.1-) failure to feed; cartridge rtuck 

1.2) Polt carrier not reacMn" proper forward positions 
extractor hook did not catch or lopt cartridpe 
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(Key to Table,  continued) 

13) ISii^S *!! feeJ ?! i0,?ove cartridge from magafiine into chamber, bolt fails to lock cartridge 
1^) Misfire 
15) Misfire» involuntary fire 

16) Misfire; automatic fire 

17) Failure to extract case, holding of or failure to 
release case 

18) Incomplete movement of the bolt carrier back, 
holding of case, cross rupture of cartridge 

19) Holding (jamming) of cartridge by bolt 

Methods for studying any kind of malfunction arising 

during the firing of any type of weapon might be as follows. 

The sergeant creates on his own weapon or on the weapons 

of a few soldiers some given type of malfunction, names and 

describes it  Obviously, the sergeant should not intentionally 

damage or deform parts of the weapon. 

The soldiers are given an opportunity to thoroughly 

examine the weapon and understand the character (nature) of 

the shown malfunction  Then, without explaining, the sergeant 

asks the soldiers what could cause this malfunction. Several 

soldiers should be asked. It is possible that the soldiers 

will not name all the reasons or even name the wrong ones, 

what is most important here is to activate the soldiers, 

force them to think and to analyze. Then the sergeant lists 

all the reasons named by the soldiers and points out the 

actual one 
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The sergeant then should explain and show practical 

way? for elinination of the malfunctions, not leaving out 

the principal method - reloading. 

In the process of studying the malfunctions one should 

write their names on the blackboard; this makes memorization 

eaeier. 

In conclusion, the sergeant should point out the total 

number of malfunctions arising during the firing of any 

given type of weapon (submachine gun, li^ht machine gun, 

sniper rifle, pistol - 5i PK machine gun - 8), 

Knowledge of the studied malfunctions should be 

consolidated in practice in order to establish skills in 

their elimination. To do this, the sergeant creates any 

of the malfunctions in the weapon of one of the soldiers 

and orders him to present the complete characteristics of 

itt name, causes, and means of elimination.  Other soldiers 

observe the actions, add to them, or correct mistakes. 

Special attention should be given to elimination of cross 

rupture of the cartridge case. This type of jamming is 

first eliminated through reloading» if this does not work, 

an extractor is used. 

At the end of the session the sergeant conducts a 

review and gives assirnments 

As an illustration, let us show the technique of 

artificially creating malfunctions for the submachine gun 

and how to describe them. The receiver plate of the 
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pubmachine gun is removed for convenient demonstration and 

observation! 

1. Failure to feed 

Take magazine, load it with several dummy cartridges, 

and connect it to the submachine gun so that it cannot 

completely reach the Mpper position and the floor plate 

catch sill not engage in its supporting notch. Hold 

the magazine in the left hand so that it will not drop. 

Disengage submachine gun from safety with the right 

hand, pull bolt carrier all the way back, and release 

it. Explain that the submachine pun  is loaded and ready 

to fire. Press the trigger; point out that firing (shot) 

does not occur.  Carry out reloadingj cartridge will not 

be extracted. Show the breech chamber - there is no 

cartridge visible.  Conclude that Jamming hap occurred, 

i.e. failure to feed; bolt is in the forward position 

but there was no shot since chamber contained no 

cartridge. 

2.  Cartridge stuck 

Connect magazine to submachine gun.  Press magazine 

plate against table. Take cocking hendle in right hand 

and pull it slightly back. Take dummy cartridge with 

left hand and place it between the bolt and barrel so 

that its bullet is pressed against the breech face of 

the barrel.  Releape cocking handle. Point out that 
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jamming has taken place, i.e. etoppinp of cartridge. 

The cartridge is pressed by the bullet against the 

breech face of the barrel. Moving parts will remain 

in the middle position. 

3. Misfire 

Load the submachine gun.  Press the trigger. Show 

that firing (shot) does not occur. Moving parts 

are all the way forward. Conclusion - misfire occurs 

when cartridge is in the chamber and trigger is pressed 

but no shot occurs. 

4, Failure to extract case 

Press submachine gun against the table by its 

magazine plate. " ake cocking handle in right hand, 

pull it back so that the front part of the bolt papses 

the magazine.  Take cartridge case with left hand 

and insert it into the chamber. Release cocking handle» 

the bolt will ram the next cartridge forward and the 

latter will be pressed against the base of the cartridge 

case.  Point out that jamming has occurred - failure 

to extract cartridge case. When the bolt carrier was 

pulled back, the case remained in the chamber j next 

cartridge was presped against the casej moving parts 

are in the middle. 

5   Holding or failure to eject case 
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Press submachine run by magazine plate against the 

table. Pull cocking handle slightly back with right 

hand. Take cartridge case with left hand, place it in 

front of the bolt so that its base is inside the 

receiver. Releasing; the cocking handle, obtain jamming 

of the case between the front slope of the bolt and 

front side of the receiver or breech face of the 

barrel. Point out that jamming has occurred - holding 

of or failure to eject the case. There is no cartridge 

in the chamber. Moving parts did not reach all the 

way forward. 

8. ^raining Soldiers in Weapon Inrpection 

The purpose of this topic is to train the soldiers in 

how to conduct daily inspection of the weapon, inspection prior 

to fatigue detail, prior to the training sessions, in 

combat situations, and during cleaning. 

As during the study of the previous topics, only the 

basic rules of Inspection are formulated in the study of 

the present topic  In the course of daily service and study 

the soldiers* skills are improving and solid practical habits 

in weapon inspection are beinp formed 

Knowledge of previously studied problems should be 

tested in a control quiz» to connect this material with the 

new topic one should partially strip and assemble the weapon 
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and recall the rules and procedures for cleaning and lubri- 

cating it 

Study of the riven topic should be conducted on the 

regulation combat weapon.  In addition, accessories and all 

material needed for cleaning and lubricating should be 

provided. 

The following training questions may be outlined for 

the eepeiom 

1) general regulations for weapon inepectioni 

2) procedure for conducting daily inspection! 

3) procedure for weapon inspection prior to fatigue 

detail, training sessions, or in combat situations; 

k)  procedure for weapon inspection during cleaning 

When developing the first question, the sergeant explains 

that soldiers conduct systematic inspection of their weapons 

in order to check the weapon's serviceability, cleaness, 

quality of lubrication, and readiness for firing. At the 

same time one checks the serviceability of accessories, 

presence and coiidition of spare magazines, belts, boxes, 

covers, and spare barrels 

The sergeant then says that all malfunctions detected 

should be reported to the unit commander and eliminated 

imnediately within the unit. Otherwise the weapons are sent 

to the repair shop 

In conclusion, the sergeant specifies that the soldiers 

conduct three main types of weapon inspection:  daily: prior 

to fatigue duty, training session, in combat situations; 

during cleaning. 
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Durinf the first two types of inspection the weapon is 

inspected in an assembled statei during the cleaning - stripped. 

The sergeant consolidates the material by questioning 

several soldiers» then he begins study of the second 

question. 

The serpeant first says that daily weapon inspection 

is conducted when the weapons have been in the rack without 

uee. He takes the weapon and orders the soldiers to do 

the sa^ej then he shows and explains the procedure for 

daily weapon inspection 

First, check the presence of all parts and mechanisms, 

accessories, spare magazines, belt boxes, spare barrels, 

starting from the chase, the sergeant checks the exterior 

parts. To check interior parts and mechanisms without 

stripping the weapon, disengage the safety, pull the moving 

eysiew  all the way back (for the submachine gun and light 

machine gun), and, lightly holding the cocking handle, 

release it all the way forward, disengage trigger from sear 

cam notch, and reengage the safety. ?or the PK machine guns, 

in addition check the mount aiming mechanism. 

Second, check the outside condition of exterior parts 

Starting again from the chase, check if there is any dirt, 

dust, rust, nicks, or burrs on the metal parts or any splitting, 

ruptures, or breakage on the wooden parts. 

Third, check quality of lubrication of the interior parts 

There should be a thin layer of lubricant on all metal parts. 
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Wooden parts Should be rubbed dry. When Inspecting the sub- 

machine guns, light machine guns and PK machine guns, additionally 

check the reliability of the cleaning rod fastening. 

In the course of the sergeant's presentation the soldiers 

conduct inspection of their weapons, reporting the results 

to the serpeant  If one of them discovers incorrect 

lubrication or the presence of dirt, dust, or rust on the 

weapon, the sergeant orders him to eliminate these defects 

on the spot 

At the end of the study of the second question, the 

sergeant orders one or two soldiers to repeat the procedure 

for daily weapon inspection. 

When starting the third question, the sergeant states 

that before a training session or fatigue duty, or in a 

combat situation, the soldier should inspect his weapon. 

The sergeant stresses that in these three cases the procedure 

for weapon inspection is the same. He then adds that inspection 

in these cases, in comparison with the daily Inspection, is 

conducted in more detail, since practical use of the weapon 

(firing) will take place immediately afterwards 

After this introduction, the serpeant takes the weapon 

and shows and briefly explains the procedure for conducting 

this type of inspection.  In the course of the presentation, 

all soldiers observe his actions and perform one or another 

operation at the request of the sergeant. He carefully 

monitors their actions. 
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As in daily inspection, in the course of this type of 

inspection all parts and mechanisms, their condition, and 

the quality of lubrication are checked. 

Purthpr inspection proceeds as follows« 

- check Ferviceability of siphtin? device; 

- check for extraneous material in bore that may cause 

inflation or even rupture of bore» 

- check accuracy of operations of moving system, trigger 

(trigper-and-firing)mechanism, and safety 

To check the serviceability of the sighting mechanism, 

the sergeant moves the rear sight slide several times along 

the sight leaf and sees if it moves smoothly and is reliably 

clamped in the necessary position, checks whether spring 

holds rear sight leaf reliably» checks front sight.  The 

latter should not have any dents, bends, and one should not 

be able to move it by hand  For submachine puns and light 

machine guns, the guide key mark should coincide with the mark 

on the bape of the front sight 

let us illustrate on the example of training submachine 

gunners the procedure for inspecting the bore and proper 

operation of parts and mechanisms. 

To check whether the bore of the submachine gun contains 

extraneous material, the sergeant separates the magazine from 

the submachine pun, places it by its pistol grip on the table, 

holding the hand guard and fore end of stock with his left 

hand. With his ri-ht hand he pulls the cocking handle 
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slightly back and changes hands« with his right hand he places 

a small sheet of white paper into the bore in front of the 

breech block. Still holding the submachine ^un and bolt 

carrier with his left hand, he takes it with his ri^ht hand 

by the muzzle end, turns it around, and raises it to eye 

level. He looks through the muzzle, inspecting the bore 

Then he lowers the weapon , extracts the paper, releases the 

bolt carrier, diaenpagee the tri^er, and puts the weapon 

on safety. 

To check the correctness of the operations of parts and 

mechanises of the rubmachine mn,  the sergeant performs 

the following actionst 

- he puts selector lever on automatic fire (AV) , pulls 

the bolt carrier all the way back, and releases it (bolt 

carrier rhould reach all the way forward); hr affain pulls 

the bolt carrier back and holds it in this position, presses 

the tri^er, and slowly releases the bolt carrier - when the 

bolt carrier reaches all the way forward, a click should be 

heard (trigger hits firing pin), then he releases the 

trigger» 

- puts selector lever on single-shot fire (OD). presses 

the trigger, pulls the bolt carrier all the way back, and, 

without releasing the tri^er. releases the bolt carrier 

and tri^er, a click should be heard . hammer i8 diBengaged 

from the single-shot sear nose and engaged in the cocked 

position: 
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- activates the safety lock, presses the trigger» the 

tail of the trigger should not go  back and the hammer should 

remain in the cocked positioni 

- disengages the safety and presses the trigger» the 

latter should freely go back and a click should be heard - 

the trigger hits the firing pin. 

When chan^inr the positions of the safety lock, the 

servant should check whether it hold reliably in each 

position. 

Por submachine ^uns with a folding stock, the condition 

of the stock is checked. The sergeant checks how the stops 

are working in both positions, and also the conditions and 

stop in the folding position for the shoulder support. 

After the demonstration and practice by the soldiers, 

the sergeant should once more recall the procedure for 

weapon inspection during the studied cases and ask several 

soldiers to repeat the studied material. If tine permits, it 

is useful to again repeat the weapon inspection procedure with 

the soldiers. 

Before starting the study of the procedure of weapon 

inspection during cleaning, the sergeant orders all soldiers 

to partially strip their weapons. He then explains that during 

this type of inspection, each part and mechanism is checked 

separately. Metal parts are inspected for pits, dents, 

roughness, stripping, bends, rust, and dirt» wooden parts 

for splits, break-offs, and wear. 
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After the explanation, the sergeant sequentially demon- 

strates the procedure for inspection of each part  The 

soldiers first observe and then, under the sergeant's 

supervision, perform the inspection and report the 

results. 

Th' sergeant explains that in this type of inspection 

special attention should be ^iven to the condition of the 

bore  To perform this inspection, the sergeant first orders 

each soldier to inspect the accessories, assemble then, and 

dry out the bore and chamber with oakum as was done during 

cleaning  Then the sergeant names the types of defects in 

chromed and non-chromed bores and briefly describes each of 

them.  If there are on hand samples with typical bore defects, 

the sergeant shows then. 

Chromed bores can have the following defectsi  burn- 

grid, pits (shearing off of chrome), wear-off of ribs, 

barrel inflation 

The burn-grid consists of fine intersecting lines in 

the bore, more often in the bore breech end  Later, cracks 

are formed in these sites, then the chrome layer begins to 

crumble, first in the form of fine flakes; then the process 

speeds up and is transformed into chrome shear-off. It 

should be stressed that unless properly and thoroughly 

cleaned, corrosion can appear in these sites. 

Pits are significant depressions in the metal which 

develop ^rom the burn-rrid as a result either of prolonged 
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firing or of corrosion. Bore having such defects should be 

thoroughly cleaned after firing 

Wear-off of ribs is formed as a result of prolonged use 

of the weapon and also when the bore cleaning procedure (cleaning 

of bore without front handguard) is not followed. 

The last type of bore damage, inflation, should be 

described in great detail. Inflation is the enlargement of 

the weapon bore in a given area of the barrel.  Barrel in- 

flation may be observed as a cross-wise dark (shadow) solid 

ring (half-ring). It may even be obserbed from the outside 

of the barrel as a bulge of the metal at the site. The sergeant 

should explain that barrel inflation occurs if during firing 

extraneous material or dirt is present in the bore.  Therefore, 

one should fire only with a clean bore; do not pluQ the bore 

with oakum. 

Possible defects in non-chromed barrels are as followsi 

eruption, traces from rust, rust, pits, rib wear-off, barrsl 

inflation, coppering, scratches, dents. 

Eruption is the primary contamination of the metal by 

corrosion  It appears in the form of points and spots, 

either at certain places or alonr, the whole surface of the 

bore. 

Traces from rust are shallow spots which are left when 

rust is removed 
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Rust is  a dark brown coating on the metal. Even nnall 

amounts of it mirht be found when the bore ie dried with a 

clean patch on which it will leave yellowish spots. 

Coppering appears as a fine copper coatinp; on the  walls 

of the bore.  It IF a repult of firinp with tombac-plated 

bullet?  The serpeant should make it clean that copperinp 

is removed only in the  repair shop 

Scratches are marks, sometimes having a noticeable raising 

of the metal. Dents are more or less sirnificant depressions, 

sometimes with raising of the metal  Scratches and dents 

appear during the cleaning of the bore with contaminated 

cleaning material 

Other possible shortcomings of non-chromed bores are 

the same ap those of chromed oneiand were noted above. 

^'he perfeant then point? out that any of the mentioned 

defects is usually ap a repult of violation of the rule? for 

«^torin^, maintaining, cleaninp, and lubrication of the 

weapon and leads to reduction of its firing abilities; 

defectp puch ap barrel inflation can completely remove the 

weapon from service. The sergeant calls for careful, con- 

scious treatment of the weapon. 

""he serpeant demonstrates the procedure for inspecting 

the bore  He takes the weapon barrel in both hands, raises 

it to eye level, and arranres it in such a way that light 

fro" the lipht source strikes the barrel walls but not the 

eye  Rotating the barrel, he checks the chase, the middle 
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part of the barrel, and the breech end  When checking the 

chase and the breech end, one should somewhat move the barrel 

away from the eye? when checking the middle part, bring it 

nearer to the eye. 

After the sergeant accomplishes the demonstration he 

asks the soldiers to inspect the bores of their weapons and 

report the results 

Each soldier must know the condition of the bore of his 

weapon, write it down in the qualitative condition record 

of the submachine gun or li^ht machine gun log, and preserve 

these conditions. 

The sergeant demonstrates the procedure for inspecting 

the chamber (which is performed from the breech end) and 

train? the soldiers to carry out this process. 

In conclusion, the sergeant orders the soldiers to 

lubricate their weapons, assemble them, and check the 

operations of all parts and mechanisms of the assembled 

weapon. 

When reviewing the training session, the sergeant once 

more points out the importance of the material studied and 

the necessity of remembering the procedures for all types 

of weapon inspection. 
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9. Training in Preparation of Weapon for Firinr 

The purpose of this topic is to train soldiers in the 

correct preparation of their weapons for firing. The class 

should be equipped with the regulation weapon, accessories, 

cleaning and lubricating materials, and dummy cartridges. 

The session on preparation of the weapon for firing 

is a direct continuation of the session on weapon inspection. 

Therefore, during the control quiz one should check how 

well the soldiers are able to perform daily inspection and 

inspection prior to the session fatigue duty, and in a combat 

situation.  It is not recommended that the weapon be inspected 

in a disasseiibled condition (during cleaninr) , since this 

requires too much time» on the other hand, inspection of 

the ptripperi weapon is a part of the topic on preparation 

of the weapon for firing and will be discussed in the body 

of the session. 

After the quiz, the sergeant announces the topic and 

purpose of the session and begins explaining the new material. 

^'he weapon should be prepared for firing as follows: 

- strip the weapon (partial); 

- clean all parts and mechanisms? 

- inspect stripped weapon» 

- lubricate parts and mechanisms and assemble them; 

- inspect weapon assembled; 

- inspect magazines of submachine gun (li^ht rachine 

gun, pistol, pniper rine), belt box and spare barrel for 

PK machine gun. 
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Immediately before firinp the following operations 

must be carried out: 

- wipe the bore clean (rifled portion and chamber); 

- inspect live cartridges; 

- load magazines or belts; put loaded magazines in 

pouches and belts in boxes. 

The sergeant then demonstrates in practice the pro- 

cedure for weapon preparation and orders the soldiers to 

prepare their weapons. 

?ince many elements are already known to the soldiers 

(stripping and assembly, cleaning and lubricating, types of 

weapon inspections, loading of magazines and belts), it is 

expedient to merely name them and order the soldiers to 

perform them. 

When developing the procedure for weapon inspection in 

stripped condition during preparation for firing, it should 

be stressed that this type of inspection is carried out in 

the same sequence as during cleaning, except the serviceability 

of each p»rt and mechanism is checked more thoroughly. 

As an example, we will analyze the procedure for 

inspection of parts and mechanisms of the PK machine fun 

in disassembled state  The sergeant first shows and explains 

how to inspect the barrel. Ke takes it in his hands, asks 

the soldiers to do the same, and carries out exterior in- 

spection of the barrel; he then checks the condition of 

the bore. 
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In the exterior inspection the sergeant looks fon 

- various kinds of defects (dents, pits, etc.); 

- barrel inflation (inflation appears as an expansion 

at a given site on the barrel); 

- whether the flash hider is reliably fixed; 

- how stop operatesi it must smoothly go down to the 

base of the front sight when pushed with the finder, and 

return when released; 

- whether gas cylinder is in pood condition; 

- whether regulator is in good condition; how accurately 

ip it set and how reliably fastened 

Inspection of the condition of the bore and its possible 

defects were already discussed in the previous section. 

After checking the rifled part of the bore, the sergeant 

inspects the chamber from the breech end, paying special 

attention to its cleaness. 

He then orders the soldiers to do the same and report 

their results. 

When inspecting the receiver, the sergeant checkst 

- condition of ejector point; 

- presence of bends or dents <ln •fcläinü'r>') 

- tightness of stock and pistol grip; 

- whether gas cylinder fuze is fixed properly; 

- operation of spring of ejection port shield and magazine 

follower shield .; 
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- whether retracting, handle is held reliably. 

AB the sergeant demonstrates and explains, the machine 

gunners carry out inspection of the receivers of their 

weapons and report all defects found to the sergeant. 

During inspection of bolt carrier with gas piston, 

the following points are checked! 

- presence of dents in cam slot, in slots on the side 

walls, and on gas piston; 

- condition of cocked position» 

- presence of bends on parts of extractor (checked with 

the aid of dummy cartridge)5 

- whether gar piston is properly connected to the bolt 

carrier and whether it pivots freely vertically. 

The bolt is inspected! 

- are there any cracks around the opening for the firing 

pin exitt 

- whether firing pin and extractor are in good condition» 

To inspect the firing pin, the sergeant puts the bolt 

in a vertical position» when he rotates the bolt l80£', the 

firing pin should freely move in the channel under its own 

weight» when he displaces the firing pin all the way forward 

it should protrude from the opening of the cylinder notch 

and should not have traces of splits or burning. 

r'o inspect the extractor, the sergeant pulls it aside 

with his finger and then releases it - the extractor should 

return immediately under the action of the spring.  Engage 
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a dun^y cartridge into the bolt by the edp.e o* the baer of 

thf cartridge case with the extractor hook - the latter should 

firmly hold the cartridge  Check whether the hook is in 

good condition. 

When inspecting the feed block, the sergeant checksi 

- presence of dents and bends on the base of the feed 

block and on the receiver platej 

- do top pawls, belt feed Ijver, shields plate catch, 

magazine follower feed pawl operate properly» 

- whether base of feed block and cover are fixed 

properly when open. 

When inspectinp; the recoil sprinr with guide rod, the 

sergeant checkst 

- presence of defects or bends in recoil ppring? 

- whether guide rod is bend» 

- whether parts of guide rod are firmly joined to each 

othpr and whether they pivot around their junction point. 

Inspecting the trirrer mechanism, the sergeant checksi 

- whether trigger cam is in good condition» 

- whether safety device and securinr pin operate properly. 

When developing the -nrocedure for weapon inspection in 

the aspembled state, the serfreant should point out that this 

type of inppection is similar to that done before a session, 

except that in addition, using dummy cartridges, one checks 

cartridge feedinr into the chamber, extraction and ejection 

of cases (cartridges), and also thoroughly inspects the con- 

dition of all parts and weapons from the outside. 
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To check cartridge feeding to the chamber, extraction, 

and ejection of cases (cartridges), load the magazine of the 

submachine mn  (light machine gun, pistol, sniper rifle), or 

the belt of the PK machine gun with three to six dummy car- 

tridges and load the weaponi press the trigger, pull bolt 

carrier (bolt) all the way back, release it, and again press 

the trip;per. Repeat until there are no cartridges left in the 

magazine (belt).  Cartridpee should be freely fed to the 

chamber, extracted, and ejected from the receiver, ^he 

floor plate catch should firmly hold the magazine, and the 

belt of the PK machine gun should not slip from the feed block. 

When teaching the procedure for inspecting live cartridgee 

the sergeant should state that this operation includes: 

- whether cases have rust or bends hampering free in- 

sertion of the cartridge into the chamber» 

- whether bullet is loose in mouth of case; 

- whether percussion cap has green coating or cracks, 

and whether percussion cap projects higher than the surface 

of the base of the case 

All defective cartridges are collected and sent to the 

ammunition distribution point and Inter to the depot  If 

there is dust or dirt on the cartridges they should be 

wiped with a clean, dry patch  Here, it should be pointed 

out that if dummy cartridges are used, they are inspected 

in the same manner  One Fhould never use defective dummy 
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cartridges, since this will result in weapon damage 

At the end of the preparation of the weapon for firing, 

the sergeant orders the soldiers to load the magazines of the 

submachine gun (light machine gun, sniper rifle, pistol), or 

belts of the PK machine gun with dummy cartridges and place 

the belts in the boxes. Then the sergeant shows them how 

to extract cartridges from magazines and belts. 

To extract the cartridges from the magazine, he takes 

the latter with his left hand with its throat up and support 

stud toward himself  He tilts the magazine slightly downward» 

usin*- one cartridge, he pushes the cartridges one by one from 

the magazine 

The sergeant demonstrates this operation and then orders 

the soldiers to extract the dunmy cartridges from the magazines 

(belts) 

Further training should be done during field exercises. 

The sergeant then analyzes typical errors made by the 

soldiers during preparation of the weapon for firing and 

gives assignments. 

10.  Study of Malfunctions, Affecting Normal Action of 
Weapon (Zero) 

It is expedient to study these malfunctions during a 

special session, not when studying the types of weapon 

inspection  This material is of great importance for 

firing. 
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The session should be conducted after the soldiers briefly 

study the basics of firing one hour is sufficient for the 

session. 

The purpose of this session is study of the typical 

malfunctions of the weapon which affect its action.  It is 

conducted in the classrooin or at the firinp site. 

Knowledge of the content of this session will make it 

possible for the soldiers to analyze the results of firing, 

discover errors made during the firing, and by so doing 

create an independent, concious submachine «runner or light 

machine gunner. 

In addition to the weapon, the class should be provided 

with a device for demonstrating the various possible placements 

of the aiming accessories (rear sight leaf and front sight) 

and targer, and also demonstrational front sights. 

The session is conducted by the discussion method, 

actively involving the soldiers. 

Starting the new Material, the sergeant should stress 

that the results of firing depend completely on the person 

performing the firing, his skill in performing the firing 

techniques, preparation of the weapon for firing, his 

knowledge of the firing rules, and how well he follows the 

rules for storing and protecting his weapon. When the weapon 

is treated carelessly, malfunctions might arise affecting 

its action. 
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The sergeant describes these malfunctions. He first 

points out that the front sight can be displaced to the right 

or left, up or down  To demonstrate, the sergeant uses the 

demonstratlonal front sight and a device on which the front 

sight, rear sight, and target can be displaced In both 

vertical and horizontal directions (?lg. 15). 

Fig. 15. Device for demonstrating displacements of weapon 
aiming devices and target. 

The sergeant orders one of the soldiers to set the 

centered front sight on the demonstratlonal front sight and 

place it under the lower center cut of some target. He 

checks the correctness of the setting and shows the demon- 

stratlonal front sight to all the soldiers. He then sets the 

device on the table, places the centered front sight of the 

device under the center lower edge of the target, and asks 

each soldier to observe the orientation  He then orders another 

soldier to set the front sight misalined to the right on the 
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demonetrational front si^ht, while he does the same on the 

device  The sergeant has all the soldiers observe the front 

sipht aliened to the right on the demonetrational front 

eipht  and on the device and asks themt "When the weapon has 

its front sight alined to the right, what direction will the 

bullets take?" He analyzes the answers and then explains 

that under these conditions, the bullets will deviate to 

the left  He demonstrates this on the device. 

In the same manner the sergeant explains how other 

possible displacements of the front sight (to the left, up, 

down) affect the firing. The soldiers should be warned 

that they must distinguish between whether the front sirht 

is alined in one direction or another or whether the person 

firing has made an error when aiming (i.e., has held the front 

sirht to one side or another).  In the latter case the bullets 

deviate in the same direction. 

The sergeant also explains that as a result of shocks, 

the sight leaf may be bent to the right or left.  Usinr the 

same device (Fig. 15) and method as during the demonstration 

of the front sight displacement, the sergeant shows possible 

bendings of the sight leaf and explains how they will affect 

the path ofc the bullets. They will deviate to the side of 

displacement of the sight leaf notchi  if it is to the right, 

the bullets will go to the right. 
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Having questioned a few soldiers, the sergeant describes 

the next possible weapon malfunction - bending of the 

barrel.  Its effect on the action of the weapon Is obviousi 

therefore, It Is sufficient If the sergeant points out that 

In this case the bullets will deviate to the bending side of 

the chase 

The sergeant then describes other possible weapon 

malfunctionst 

- dents on nuzzle face of barrel, bore wear-off, grinding 

of ribs, and pits Inside the bore result In greater bullet 

dlsperslom 

- rocking of sight leaf, front sight, stock, and shaking 

of ^Ipod of light machine gun mount also lead to greater 

bullet dispersion. 

Having finished the dlscrlptlon of all possible malfunctions, 

the sergeant checks how well the soldiers have mastered the 

material; then he stresses once more that all the mentioned 

malfunctions arise from errors made by the soldier. To 

avoid these errors, each soldier should protect his weapon 

as the apple of his eye and it will never fail himi all 

bullets will surely strike their target. 

At the end of the session the sergeant makes a general 

analysis and gives assighments. 
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11. Training In Checking Action of Weapon and Zeroing It 

The purpose of this session is to acquaint the submachine 

gunners, and light and FK machine gunners with the rules for 

checking the action of small arms and zeroing them, as well 

as a practical demonstration of the procedure for checking the 

action and zeroing the weapons assigned to them.  For manual 

anti-tank rocket launcher personnel, the purpose is mastery 

of the procedure for inspecting the sighting mechanisms of 

the rocket launchers. 

The session is set up within the company or unit and 

is conducted on the firing range with firing of live cartridges. 

If the session is organized within the company, it should be 

conducted by company groups (specialties)!  submachine gunners, 

light machine gunners, rocket launcher personnel, and PK 

machine gunners. The unit commanders are the Instructors 

of the separate company groupst squad commanders assist 

them. 

If the session is conducted within the platoon, then 

the squad commanders lead the training of the submachine 

gunners and light machine gunners, while the rocket launcher 

personnel form a separate platoon group and are supervised 

either by the platoon commander or one of the squad commanders 

or a well-prepared, experienced rocket launcher operator. 

The session should be supplied witht 

- a combat weapon for each soldier; 

- live cartridges? 
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- verification targets for each weapon» 

- supports (for firing submachine gun from prone 

position)j 

- diagrams (15 and 20 cm in diameter) for determination 

of the accuracy of fire» 

- sighting devices for each rocket launcher; 

- special devices and targets for verification of rocket 

launcher sighting mechanisms (for each); 

- qualitative condition records for submachine gun and 

light machine gun log» 

- rulers, colored pencils and chalk. 

An armorer with a set of instruments and device for 

moving the front sight must always be present at the session. 

he introductory part of the session is conducted by 

the general instructor (company or unit commander)» the units 

(groups) are then assigned separate sites  Here, the sergeants 

begin the session by describing the general rules and require- 

ments for checking the action of the weapon and zeroing it. 

The description could be done according to the following 

plan» 

- the necessity of zeroing all combat weapons of the unit 

(a zeroed weapon insures reliable destruction of the target), 

- four cases in which the action of the weapon is checked» 

when the weapon arrives in the unit's armaments» after replace- 

ment or repair of parts which could affect the weapon's action» 
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when abnormal bullet deviation is discovered during firing; 

under combat conditions - periodically,  as the situation 

permitsi 

- general preparation for checking action of weapon and 

zeroing it; 

- conditions favorable for conducting checking of weapon's 

action; 

- rules for checking action of weapon;    firing range, 

description of verification target (Fig.   16), adjustment 

of sight;  number of cartridges;  use of cartridges with 

ordinary bullets from the same lot;  firing position; 

- rules for zeroing 

Pi^.   16.     Verification Target 
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To explain all the designations for checking the action 

of and zeroing small arms, one may use a table prepared in 

advancei 

, B f CMnueMHc 
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Key«  l. Type of weapon 
2. Distance, m 

3. Sighting; device 

b. Excess of control point over aiming point,  cm 
5. Number of cartridges 

6. Accuracy of fire diagram (diameter of circle), cm 

7. Permissible deviation of STP from control point, cm 

8. FTP displacement, cm 

9. With displacement of front sight (rear sight) l mm 
to the side 

10. Screwing (unscrewing) front sight one revolution 

11. Modernized Kalashnikov submachine gun (AKM) 
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12 Kalaehnikov light machine gun (RPK) 

13 Kalaehnikov machine gun (FK) 

14. Draßunov sniper rifle (SVD) 

15. Makarov pistol (PK) 

After the explanation is completed, practical training 

in the procedure for checking the action of the weapon and 

zeroing it is begun. 

The firing and checking of the targets are conducted 

according to the general directives given by the general 

instructor of the session (firing) 

We will discuss the methodology of further conduction 

of the session in an example of the training of submachine 

gunners and light machine gunners by the unit commander. 

First, under the guidance of the sergeant, verification 

targets are prepared for each inspected weapon type; the 

targets are then placed at a distance of 100 m from the 

firing line. 

The sergeant then points out that when the weapon is 

checked for action or zeroing, the firing is conducted not 

by the owner of the weapon, but by specially selected riflemen. 

The latter are excellent narksmen having no specific individual 

peculiarities in firing. Having finished the explanation, 

the sergeant calls out the riflemen from the unit. 

Following the general directives of the session (firing) 

instructor, the riflemen take their places on the firing line. 
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prepare for firing (submachine gunners from prone position 

with rifle rest, light machine gunners from prone position 

using the bipod), and perform four single shots using cartridges 

with ordinary bullets taken from a sealed package 

After the cease fire signal, the unit commander takes 

a ruler »diagrams, colored pencils, and chalk, and leads the 

unit to the verification targets  The riflemen remain in 

their initial positions, since these positions are important 

durinp, later firings 

Having approached the targets, the sergeant forms the 

unit into one or two ranks at a distance of two steps from 

the target and starts target inspection.  First, usinr the 

diagram, he checks the accuracy of fire.  The latter is 

considered standard if all four holes or the best three are 

within the 15 en circle.  If the accuracy is considered non- 

standard, the weapon is inspectsJ/ and the firing repeated. 

If the accuracy is standard, the sergeant, using the 

ruler and colored pencil (chalk), determines the center of 

impact (STP) with respect to the four or best three holes 

and measures the deviation of the FTP from the control point. 

When the weapon is zeroed, the ?TP should coincide with the 

control point or deviate from it by no more then 5 cm in 

any direction.  If the weapon's action is nonstandard with 

respect to height or lateral direction, the sergeant determines 

the deviation of the STP from the control point with respect 

to one vertical line, one horizontal line, or both and 
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determines how the front eight position should be changed 

relative to the height, to the side, or in both directions. 

let us discuss the deviation of the STP from the control 

point by 15 cm to the left and 8 cm down. 

Assuming that for the given type of weapon displacement 

of the front sight to the side by l mm displaces the STP during 

firing at 100 m by 26 cm, and that one revolution of the front 

sight displaces it by 20 cm, the sergeant determinesi 

a) relative to the lateral direction 

1 mm - 26 cm i x IS 
x,   - lie *,=—SS^^o.^,, 

b) relative to height 

1 front sight revolution - 20 cm 

X 2. "    "     "     - 8 cm 

X1= i|8   o.^rev. 

Since the bullets deviated to the left by 15 cm and 

down by 8 cm, to correctly zero the submachine gun one 

should displace the front sight in the same direction as 

the STP deviation from the control point, i.e., to the 

left by 0.6 mm and rotate it by 0.4 revolution 

Having finished the inspection of targets and the 

calculation, and having decided what to do with the front 

sight of each type of weapon, the sergeant leads tf>e unit 

to the initial position. Here he himself or the armorer 

appropriately corrects the front si^ht positionj then the 

single-shot firing is repeated 
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Then the unit again approaches the targets» this time 

it is expedient to assign the target inspection to the soldiers, 

Tflonitorinr their actions and giving assistance as necessary. 

If during the single-shot firin^ the weapon demonstrates 

standard features it is considered to be zeroed; for the lirht 

machine pun, additional checking by automatic firing is done 

mo do this the rifleman performs firing by bursts, using 

ei^ht cartridges  Afain, the unit is taken to the target 

and the sergeant inspects it.  Light machine gun action 

durinp automatic fire i? considered standard relative to 

accuracy of fire if no less than six out of the eight holes 

are within the 20 cm diameter diagram, and with respect to 

direction - if the STP deviates from the control point by 

no more than 5 cm in any direction. 

If the action of the light machine gun during automatic 

fire is not standard, then appropriate changes in the position 

of the front sight are made and the firing is repeated.  If 

after repeated firin^ the action is still not standard, 

the weapon is sent to the repair shop. 

Havinp finished inspection of the weapon's action, the 

sergeant points out that the front sight position of a zeroed 

weapon is fixed  The armorer eliminates the old gradation 

mark on the guide key of the front sight of the submachine 

run and lipht machine gun and replaces it with a new one 
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Inal results of checking the action of the weapon are 

written in the qualitative condition records of the submachine 

guns and in the logs of the light machine guns. 

In conclusion, the sergeant states that each soldier 

should remember the position of the front sight of his zeroed 

weapon. 

During the session with the PK machine gunners, havinr 

zeroed the main barrel, zeroing of the spare barrel is done 

in the same way (first, by four single-shot firings, then by 

firing in bursts using 10 cartridges). The results are also 

written into the log.  In addition, for the PK machine guns, 

after zeroing from the bipod, the action is checked from the 

mount by automatic firing only (10 cartridges).  Firing is 

done from the prone position; the action is considered 

standard if eight out of the ten holes are within the 20 cm 

diameter diagram and the STP deviates in any direction from 

the control point by no more than 5 c™ 

V/hen training the rocket launcher personnel, the rergeant 

(unit commander) reminds the" that durin - checking of the 

action of the rocket launchers and their zeroing, live or 

inert grenades are not used.  Instead, only their sightinr 

mechanisms are inspected. The inspection is done for the 

same reasons as checking the action of small arms; in addition 

it is done after the first firing and after each 3-5 subsequent 

firings. This is due to the fact that the sighting mechanisms 

of the rocket launchers, unlike those of small arms, are to 
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a crater decree pubject to various mechanical shocks 

To check the sighting mechanism of the rock«, t launchers, 

a ppecial device and target are usedi the sergeant demonstrates 

and describes them to the soldiers. Then he orders them to 

fix the rocket launchers to the sighting devices, expose 

the targets, and practically check the sighting mechanism 

of the rocket launchers  He then makes final conclusion 

about the condition of the sighting mechanism of the checked 

rocket launchers 

At the end of the session, the unit commanders (squad 

commanders) conduct a brief analysis, and the instructor - 

the platoon commander (company commander) - makes a general 

analysis and gives assignments. 

12. Training in Partial Decontamination of Weapon 

The session on this topic is conducted only after study 

of the combat characteristics of nuclear and chemical weapons, 

ways and means of protection against them, designation and 

composition of an individual pas casualty first-aid kit and 

of decontamination kit, purpose and nature of partial 

decontamination. 

""he poel  of this session is to train soldiers in conducting 

decontamination and disactivation of his own weapon. 

Session should be conducted on open air, preferably within 

a specially equipped area. 

he training should be conducted with training weapon. 

In addition, the instructor should have individual protective 

means (gas mask and combined-arms protective kit, individual 

gas casualty first-aid kit and decontamination kit), patches 

(oakum), water, solvents (gasoline, kerosene), liquid rifle 

lubricant. 
rhe sergeant conducts weapon inspection, announces the 

topic and purpose of the session and conducts a control quiz, 

^he followin"; problems should be outlined » 
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- meaning of weapon decontamination (disactivation)j 

- purpose and composition of individual decontamination 

kit (IDP). 

Having finished the quiz, the serpeant reminds the 

soldiers that, depending on the situation, decontamination 

and disactivation of the weapon may be complete or partial. 

Partial decontamination is conducted at the decision of 

the unit commander directly within the combat formations, 

without interruption of the performance of the given mission. 

Complete decontamination is carried out either after the 

combat mission has been accomplished , at the order oi  the 

superior commanders, or directly within the combat zone (unit 

placement) which has been subject to contamination , or within 

decontamination etations organized by the chemical protection 

units. 

Partial decontamination .and disactivation of a weapon is 

carried out immediately after chemical or nuclear attack by 

the enemy in the course of combat 

During radioactive contamination, partial disactivation 

of the personal weapon is first done and then partial sanitary 

processing of personnel; in chemical contamination, sanitary 

procession of personnel is carried out immediately and after 

than - partial decontamination of the weapon. 

It should be especially stressed that in the course 

of the partial decontamination, the weapon should be ready 

to fire at any moment, since the given combat mission must be 
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accomplished. Therefore, all types of partial decontamination 

are carried out on the assembled weapon. 

For decontamination of a weapon one uses decontaminating 

solutions from the individual decontamination or ^as casualty 

first aid kit, while for disactivation - disactivating solutions 

(water, solvents - gasoline, kerosene) or, in an emergency, 

decontaminating solutions from the individual kits. 

All exterior parts of the weapon are treated when con- 

ducting partial disactivation. 

When conducting partial decontamination, only those 

parts with which the soldier will come in contact during 

firing are treated. 

Such parts includei 

- for submachine guns and li^ht machine suns (Pig 17)1 

sighting device, cocking handle, right side of receiver, 

selector lever, Ftock, pistol grip, trigger, fore end of 

stock, hand guard, magazine, and slingj 

- for PK machine gun (Fig 18)1  retracting handle, stock, 

pistol grip, trigger, sighting device, receiver plate, spade 

handle, slinf,  flash hider, belt box, bipod legs, and parts 

of tripod mount (leg clamps, operating lever of aiming 

mechanisms) 

When naming these parts, the sergeant shows each of 

them on the weapon  Then he starts the practical demonstration 

and training in conducting the partial decontamination of the 

studied weapon in the following order1 
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Pip    17.    Part? of lipht machine pun treated during partial 
decontamination (disinfection). 

to 

ki    I 

Pip    18.    Parts of PK machine pun treated during partial 
decontanination (disinfection). 
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1. He ordere, "Unit, on guard I" 

Following this, the soldiers occupy trench positions 

(firing positions) or prepare for firing from prone position. 

Having checked the position of each soldier, the sergeant 

gives the command, "Gas", following which the soldiers don 

their gas maskst he then delivers the command/'Put on 

gloves, stockings". 

2. The sergeant orders them to dig small holes for 

burying used tampons, 

3. He puts aside his weapon, opens the individual 

decontamination kit (IDP), and takes tampons from iti 

then he has the Poldiers do the same 

^.  He pours any type of liquid (preferably liquid 

rifle lubricant) on one tampon and applies it to his 

weapon and to the soldiers' weapons in the form of droplets 

5  He places the weapon (submachine gun, sniper rifle, 

rocket launcher) vertically or at an angle and the light 

machine guns on the bipod i using a dry tampon he removes 

the visible droplets (Pig. 19) of the previously applied 

liquid (liquid rifle lubricant), which in this case is 

used to represent a liquid toxic substance. He orders 

the soldiers to do the same and to place the used tampons 

in the holes. 
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Fif. 19.  Partial decontaminption of submachine pun. 

6  He breaks open the tip of the glass ampoule (red 

colored), pours decontamination solution No. 1 onto a clean 

tampon, and wipes all parts of the weapon with which he will 

come in contact. He drops the used tampon into the hole, 

and orders the soldiers to repeat his actions, 

7. He breaks open the tip of the glass ampoule (black 

colored), pours liquid from it onto a third tampon, and again 

wipes the same parts  He has the soldiers do the same. 

8  With a fourth tampon, he wipes the weapon dry, and 

with a fifth he lubricates it with liquid rifle lubricanti he 

has the soldiers repeat. 
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9. He orders the soldiers to remove the protective 

stockings and gloves, washes hands with decontamination liquid 

and drys them? he has the soldiers repeat his actions. 

10. He orders them to remove their gas masks and cover 

the hole containing the "contaminated" tampons. 

Partial  disactivation is conducted in the following 

sequence! 

1. The sergeant orders the soldiers to put on their 

individual protective aids (gas masks, stockings, gloves). 

2. Prepare a few (3-5) tampons from patches (oakum). 

3  Set weapon vertically or in an inclined position, 

machine puns on bipod 

^.  Wetting tampons copiously with the liquid (water, 

kerosene, gasoline), thoroughly wipe all exterior parts 

from top to bottom 2-3 times, starting from the muzzle end» 

when a tampon becomes dirty, replace it. Wipe slots and 

grooves of weapon with a wet patch placed on a wooden rod. 

5  Wipe the weapon dry and lubricate it. 

As the weapon disactivation is completed, partial 

sanitary processing is conducted. 

To help the soldiers memorize the material more easily, 

at the end of the session on the procedure for partial decon- 

tamination, the sergeant has them describe the procedure. 

Then he conducts his critique. 

Having finished training the soldiers in decontamination, 

the sergeant orders them to wipe their weapons dry and lubricate 

them. 
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Appendix l 

Example of Plan-Synopsis for Conducting 
Training Session on Technical Aspects of Weapon 

Approved by 
Commander of the second 
motorized rifle unit of 
first motorized rifle 
company, Lt.  Petrov 
Date  

Plan-Synopsis 
for Conducting Training Session on Technical Aspects of Weapon 
with Soldiers - Submachine Gunners,and light Machine Gunners 
of 1st.   Squad of 2nd Motorized Rifle Unit      Jan    20,   197... 

Topic.  Jamming during firing of submachine and light 

machine guns and means for their elimination 

Goal.    Train soldiers to detect and eliminate jamming 

arising during firing of submachine and light machine guns 

Fethod.    Demonstration with explanation and exercises. 

Training problems«    1    means of preventing jamming. 

2    description of malfunctions. Their causes and means 

of elimination 

Time.     One hour  (50 min) 

Place.    Classroom 

Manual?.    Small Arms Warual "7 62 mm Modernized Kalashnikov 

Submachine Gun (AKM and AK"s)",  sections 36 and 37.    Small 

Arras Manual "7.62 mm Kalashnikov Light Machine Gun (RPK and 
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RPKS)", sections 33 and 34. 

Material supply. Submachine gun for each soldier and 

for myselfj lip;ht machine gun for each operator; dummy 

cartridges, cases. 

Fession Procedure 

I. Introduction - 10 min. 

1.  Inspect weapon, dummy cartridres, cases 

2  Check appearance of soldiers and their arrangement 

3. Conduct control quizt 

- operation of parts and nechanisns of submachine gun 

durinr loading» 

- operation of parts and mechanisms of submachine gun 

during automatic fire 

4. Announce topic and goal of present session. 

II. Body - 35 min 

1. iveans of preventing jamming - 7 min. 
a) Reliability and dependability of operation of sub- 

machine and light machine guns 

b) Way«? to prevent jamming 

c) Plain method for eliminating  jamming - reloading 

After finishing the explanation,  question one or two 

soldiers. 

2. Description of jamming. Its causes and methods for 

its elimination - 28 min. 

Five types of malfunctions may arise when firing 
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submachine and light machine gunsi 

a) Failure to feed 

Reasonsi  dirt or defects In magazinei defects In 

floor plate catch. 

Method of elimination!  reload weapon» replace 

magazine; send weapon to repair shop (when floor 

plate catch has defect). 

b) Cartridge stuck 

Reasonsi    bending of magazine folds. 

Method of ellmlnationi    remove stuck cartridge» 

replace magazine. 

c) Misfire 

Reasonsi  cartridge defects» defects of firing pin or 

trigger-and-firing mechanism. 

Method of ellmlnationi  reload weapon; clean firing 

pin and trigger-and-firing mechanism» send weapon 

to repair shop (when firing pin or trigger-and- 

firing mechanism is broken) 

d) Failure to extract spent case 

Reasons«  dirty matazlne; dirt in chamber» dirt or 

defect in extractor 

Method of ellmlnationi  Separate magazine and reload 

weapon» extract case using cleaning rod» send 

weapon to repair shop (when extractor has defect). 

e) Holding or failure to eject case. 
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Reasonsi  contamination in joining parts, pas 

routes, or chamberi dirt or defect in extractor 

Methods of elimination: reload weapon; clean 

pas routes, moving parts, and chamber; send weapon 

to repair shop (when extractor has defect). 

When studyinp; each malfunction, first create this type 

in the weapon, find out the reasons for the jamming by 

questioning the soldiers; give the conplete characteristics 

of the malfunction and show methods of its elimination 

At the end, consolidate the knowledge of the studied 

malfunctions by conducting a control quiz. 

Ill  Conclusion - 5 min 

1. Recall goal of session and show how it has been met, 

2, Evaluate the discipline during the session 

3  Mention soldiers who have mastered the material well 

and those who have done poorly. 

h     Point out errors made by the soldiers during the 

session. 

5  Give assignments. 

Sergeant Sidorov 
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Appendix 2 

An Example 
of a Plan for Conducting Traininf Session 
on Technical Aspects of Weapon 

Approved by 
Commander of motorized 
rifle company, Capt.  Osetrov 
Dpte..   ,. 

Plan 
For Conducting Training Session in Technical 
Aspects of PK Machine Gun with Machine Gun 
?quad of 4th Motorized Rifle Company, July 4, 197 .. 

Topic. Stripping and Assembly of PK machine gun. 

Goal. Train soldiers to conduct partial stripping and 

arsembly of machine gun 

Fetbod  Demonstration, with explanation and practice 

Time. One hour (50 min) 

Place. Classroom 

Manuals  Small Arms Manual "7.62 mm PK Machine Gun (PK, 

PKS, PKB, and PKT)", sections 8-10. 

Material supply.  Unit machine guns with accessories. 

Method for Conducting Fession. 

1. Weapon inspection - 2 min 

2. Announcement of topic and goal - 1 min 
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3  Control quiz - 7 min 

- purpose of PK machine gun 

- combat characteristics of PK machine gun 

- its main parts. 

b.    Purpose of partial and complete stripping of weapon - 2 ndn 

5  Tain rules for stripping and assembly of weapon - 3 min 

6. Conducting partial stripping of machine gun - 15 min 

- place it on bipod 

- separate b^lt box and inspect chamber 

- remove accessory case 

- separate units of cleaning rodj 

- separate puide rod with recoil spring; 

- separate bolt carrier with bolt; 

- separate bolt from bolt carrier; 

- separate firing pin from bolt; 

- separate barrel 

7 Assemble machine gun (conducted in reverse order) - 

18 min 

8 Analysis of session - 2 min. 

Sergeant Rybak 
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